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Murray State
Tall Fanfare'
scheduled
for Saturday
Spacial to tin Lodes,
Visitors in Murray for Murray
State University's Family
Weekend can get a taste of what
the music department offers
through the third annual "Fall
Fanfare" concert Saturday,
Sept. 26.
Beginning at 3 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, spectators will be
treated to a one-hour conceit
featuring nine music ensembks. Tickets are $5, with proceeds funding various music
scholarships. Admission is free
to Murray State students with
an ID.
Ensembles performing at the
concert are Racer Band, symphonic wind ensemble, symphony orchestra, concert choir,
jazz orchestra, university
chorale, mallet ensemble, trumpet ensemble and saxophone
quartet.
Each group will perform one
song, with a combined performance by the two choirs and the
wind ensemble ending the
thOw.
"Psalm" coordinator Chris
Mitchell said the program's
"light repertoire" is designed to
be "fun and fast-paced." He
said since last year, the concert
has been planned to coincide
with Family Weekend,so music
students' families can we performances from other music
ensembles as well is their owe.
Each September, Murray
State invites its students' families to visit campus for a weekend of activities especially
geared toward them. Other fes-

Petition signatures tall short
Coursey says 579 not qualified
to vote for alcohol in Murray
ay TOM 11111111Y
Staff Writer
citywide
referendum
scheduled for Nov. 17
that would have decided
whether package liquor sales
would become legal has been
canceled and organizers of Keep
It Local Murray are hoping to
gather the required number of
signatures to reschedule an eke-

A

non for spring 2010.
County Clerk Ray Coursey Jr.
said Monday afternoon that
almost 600 of the more than
1,500 persons that placed their
names on a petition circulated
by the group were found to be
ineligible to vote in a Murray
city election. He said 1,422 wignatures are needed to require a
special option election.

"There were 579 that were not
qualified voters in the city of
Murray," Country said."I found
that 708 were found to be qualified and sufficient, but we still
lacked 283 (to be examined),"
Coursey said.
After receiving a partial count
from the clerk's office that indicated the petition would come
up short by hundreds of votes,
County Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins issued an executive order
canceling the Nov. 17 balloting,
citing insufficient number or

constitutionally qualifies voters.
"I think what he did was look
at that and thought that number
is not going to be sufficient,"
Coursey said.
Boone Chambers, owneroperator of The Big Apple Cafe
and president of Keep It Local
Murray, said this morning that
he would recirculate the petition
and seek to come up with the
required number of voters.
"I am saddened to learn that
our efforts fell just short of
allowing the public to vote on

County road
should reopen
in November

WEATHER
HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger & Mass
Pictured is an example cited by city officials of an area in which the nearest tire hydrant is covered up by bushes, which also
affect the visibility for drivers stopping at the intersection.

Ihretuled to shrollery
City asks property owners to keep hydrants, right-of-ways clear

1101Fenian
The llassoldad haw
Tuesday...Mostly.
cloudy
with a 50 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Highs in the lower 80$.
South winds 5 mph.
Tuesday night...Mostly
cloudy with a 30 percent
chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Lows in the
mid 60s. South winds 5 mph
in the evening becoming
calm after midnight.
Wednesday...Partly
sunny with a 40 percent
chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Highs in the
mid 80s. East winds 5 mph
in the morning shifting to the
west around 5 mph in the
afternoon.
night...
Wednesday
Mostly cloudy with a 20 percent chance of showers.
Lows in the mid 80s.

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The City of Murray is sending out letters
this week asking property owners to help
uncover 72 fire hydrants that are hidden by
bushes, flowers and other obstructions.
Murray Fire Marshal Dickie Walls said
there are many areas in town where firefighters would not be able to find a hydrant
quickly if a nearby building were burning.

He said property owners at these sites probably don't realize how big a safety issue it
could be, but he hopes that they will understand that some obstructions will either have
to be trimmed or removed altogether.
Many hydrants are hidden by shrubbery,
bushes, flower beds or tires, Walls said.
Others are practically buried in mulch that
has piled up over the years and some are
hidden by tall grass. Not long ago, the fire

department did a canvas of town with maps
showing where all the hydrants are to determine how many were hidden and they found
that 72 out of roughly 1,200 in the city
would not be easily located in an emergency.
Walls said the issue has caused problems
in the past, citing an incident several years
ago when a house was on fire and firefight-

III See Page 2A

McConnell: Congress rushing on health care
BOWLING GREEN. Ky. school's Constitution Week cel(AP) — Senate Republican ebration.
leader Mitch McConnell says
The Daily News in Bowling
Congress should start over on Green reports that McConnell
health care legislation, and says said Congress is moving too
the president should consider quickly on a health care overcanceling future stimulus fund- haul and should instead "stop
ing.
and start over." Asked about the
On foreign policy, the national debt, McConnell said
Kentucky lawmaker said he instead of rushing through new
hopes President Barack Obama spending, the president should
will "stay the course" in consider canceling stimulus
Afghanistan.
funding.
McConnell's re marks at
Outlining his views on
Western Kentucky University
on Monday were part of the II See Page 2A

Kentucky
senator tells
Bowling Green
crowd the
president
should consider
cancelingfuture
stimulus
funding
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Work
begins
on new
bridge

•See Pege2A
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the issue," Chambers said."I amcurrently in discussion with our
attorney about bow to proceed.
But let me make one thing clear,:
the issue is not over, we will;
continue our fight, and I encour-:
age all of you to stay committed;
by keeping your yard signs dsplayed."
Chambers said 1,500 Murray.
residents stood up and said that;
they would like the option to;
vote on the issue of allowing:
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Spaabal to Om Ledger ,
A contractor for the Kentucky
Tramportatiaa
Cabints,
MYTC).10a maid wad 011*
111110 bad.*OM avow*
aUIY,.1207/Boyclavilleswayampal*sad to
to
traffic in Calloway County,
aaxecling to Keith Todd, public
information officer for District
One-Paducah and District TwoMadisonville.
KYTC District 1 Chief
District Engineer Jim LeFevni
said the effort to replace the
bridge and reopen the road has
been put on a fast track.
'The contractor has started
placing pilings for a new bridge
over Sandy Fork Creek on KY
1270 just east of the CallowayGraves County Line," LeFevre,
said. "We're planning to use
transportation cabinet maintenance crews to rework the
approaches to the new bridge to
speed up the project and reduce
costs."
KY 1270/Boydsville-Story
Chapel Road has been closed at
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III Shrouded
From Front

KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Times
Members of the Magazine Club centennial planning committee recently met to work on the February 2010 event. From
left, Rainey Apperson, Susan Hart, Lois Keller, president, and
Linda Kelly.

Club to mark centennial anniversary
Staff Report
stages in the history of the
The Magazine Club of Murray Magazine Club and a program
is getting organized for their by Rhonda Beam. Club memcentennial celebration next year. bers will be dressed in period
Committee members have costumes.
been meeting to plan for the
The club currently consists of
event, which is set for Thursday, 29 members who meet monthl
y
'February 25, 2010 at noon at to discuss books and current
Wrather Museum. The day will events. They take two months
be a celebration of the hundred off in the summer and meet
at
years of Magazine Club.
various locations around town.
Current plans for the event According to the club members,
include multiple members of the the Magazine Club is the oldest
club reminiscing on different club in Murray.

Il Signatures ...
From Front
alcohol sales.
Chambers said Keep it Local
Murray will continue to champion the cause for all residents

ers did not see a hydrant hidden
by bushes across the street and
had to go three blocks before
finding another one. Personnel
then had had to drag the hose
back to the house, wasting even
more time. He said that after a
fire starts, it typically doubles in
size every 30 seconds so every
moment is crucial.
"Time is the most important
element in fighting fires. If we
have to go a couple of blocks to
hook up to a hydrant, you could
lose your house," Walls said,
adding, "It could be the difference between damage and a
total loss."
City Planner Candace Dowdy
said many people have put landscaping around hydrants to
make the area prettier. She said
they have good intentions and
that the plants might not even be
a problem at first, but they will
become a problem after years of
growth.
Street Superintendent Ron
Allbritten said the issue goes
beyond
hidden
hydrants.
Bushes, trees and tall grass also
leads to obscured visibility on
roads and at right-of-ways. City
ordinance requires a 10-foot

Kentucky

•••

clearance around hydrants, but
property owners are also
responsible for keeping their
property maintained as it
extends to the street for safety
purposes. Dowdy said that in
the case of commercial businesses, this applies not only to
landscaping, but to parking as
well.
At a right-of-way, there can be
no obstruction to vision
between a height of 2 1/2 and 12
feet in the triangular area that
extends 50 feet on both sides of
the corner. Allbritten said that
property owners are asked to
keep these areas properly maintained because it is a waste of
tax dollars for city employees to
come trim vegetation two or
three times a year. Chances are,
the city will simply remove the
obstruction and the property
owner will not be happy.
Walls said the city sent letters
to property owners at the start of
this week and they will give
them 14 days to fix the problems before checking to make
sure it has been done.
"If people think about the risk,
I think they will do the right
thing," Walls said.

News in Brief
Electrical Workers endorse Mangier&
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky.(AP)- Democrat Daniel Mongiardo has
won the endorsement of the International Brothettiood of
Electrical Workers for his U.S. Senate campaign.
The union represents nearly 10,000 workers in Kentucky.
State President Bill Finn said in a written statement on Monday
that Mongiardo would be a senator who would fight for working
men and women.
Mongiardo is Kentucky's lieutenant governor. He faces Attorney
General Jack Conway and two other Democrats in the Democratic
primary campaign.
Three candidates are facing off on the Republican side.

Grocers want wine sold in their stores
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.(AP) — A group of grocers says it
will push lawmakers in the 2010 General Assembly to pass a bill
allowing the sale of wine in grocery stores.
The Food With Wine Coalition has pushed for a bill in the last
two sessions. Luke Schmidt, a lobbyist for the group, told the
Daily News in Bowling Green that the General Assembly was distracted with other issues in the last two sessions.
Schmidt says allowing wine sales in grocery stores would boost
sales in those stores and help promote Kentucky wineries.
He says 34 states allow wine sales in grocery stores, including
six of the seven states bordering Kentucky. He says there's also a
legislative push under way to legalize it in Tennessee.

Heavy rains swamp Louisville
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Thunderstorms have dumped several inches of rain in a day in parts of Kentucky's largest city.
National Weather Service hydrologist Mike Callahan says 5.7
inches of rain fell Sunday at McAlpine Locks and Dam along the
Ohio River. He says other parts of Louisville were soaked by
about 4 inches.

Chandler's wife hired by KTC

that would like their voices
heard on the issue.
"Within the next few days a
new petition will begin to circulate with a vote to be planned in
the spring of 2010," he said.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet has created a management job for the wife of U.S. Rep.
Ben Chandler with an annual
salary of $79,656, a newspaper
reported Monday.
The Lexington Herald-Leader
cited Jennifer Chandler's personnel file but repotted state transportation officials say the position isn't new and that Chandler
is needed to help an overtaxed
department handle growing
responsibilities. The newspaper
obtained documents through the
state's Open Records Act.
Jennifer Chandler previously
was executive director of the

Office of State Grants in the
Department
for
Local
Government, a job she held
beginning in February 2008 and
which paid $75,862 a year.
Transportation officials told a
legislative panel in June that the
cabinet must cut $239 million
from its budgct, including $59
million for state-funded road
project; and $10 million for road
maintenance.
Transportation Secretary Joe
Prather on July 10 recommended
Chandler for the newly created
position of deputy executive
director of the cabinet's Office of
Budget Ind Fiscal Management,
the newspaper repotted.

1111 New bridge ...
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From Front

If you would like a scrapbook to keep with the
Dog Gone Wild chapters, come by and pick one up
during our office hours. The series is running from
September 15 to November 17
Supplies are limited.

LOUR &TIMES
1001 Whits& Ave.•Office Hours:8 a.m.-5 pan. Alon.-Fri.

the Edge Hill community in 'die
southeastern corner of Callowy
mile point 0.679 since August of
County.
last year when a KYTC inspecMurray Paving is the prime
tor making a regularly schedcontrac
tor on the $240,000
uled check found the existing
bridge had a substructure/timber highway improvement project.
piling failure. At that time, The new bridge is expected to
bridge inspectors indicated the be ready for traffic my middamage may have been caused November. KY 1270 will
by overweight vehicles crossing remain closed at the site until
the structure, Todd noted.
construction is complete, he
The bridge is on KY 1207 near added.

II McConnell ... •'Fanfare' ...
From Front

From Front

Afghanistan, McConnell said
that "hunkering down and hoping for the best" isn't the best
way to protect the United
States.

tivities include the Mr. MSU
competition Sept. 25; residential
college brunches Sept. 26; and
presentation of the Outstanding
Parents Award at the Racer football that evening at 7.

![Design goes

Death toll rises to 8
in Southeast floods

D
Dtlek-10-BtiSiCS

ATLANTA (AP) — The
death toll in Southeast flooding
has reached eight after rescuers
found the body a 15-year-old
boy in northwest Georgia after
days of heavy rain turned
docile creeks into surging
rivers and rivers.

As eet try to %rid Waft* in our busy Imps, comfort at how*
becomos more important. When you ant reedy to relax, our
FROSt das,sir designs tf/in bring cornfott twk to your lift
A collection of sofas, lovestats &

staittiorked for *Mat Noel
wffivsnormalkfurnoturescom

•Parks Board ...
From Front

department's budget, but should
be received from the Federal
Veterans Hall Monday night,
Emerge
ncy
Management
the
board
unanimously
approved a plan proposed by Agency and other sources in the
Steve Wilhelm, a spokesman for next two to three weeks and
MCCSA, to post decorative board members decided to delay
signs at each end of the organi- approval until the October
zation's 18 soccer fields that meeting.
would allow advertising supThe cost of the project was
porting soccer play at the faciliestimated at $48,000. Martin
ty.
Wilhelm said it was possible said installation costs would
to raise about $9,000 from the amount to $15,000 and $23,000;
effort if all 36 sign posting were depending on whether or not the
sold at a price of $250 each. He department is successful in getsaid the organization just does- ting a local business to donate
n't have the money to do it the concrete needed.
themselves.
In other action; board mem"We want to get thp communibers chose to take proposals for
ty involved: Wilhelm said.
Parks board member Jeremy bids to perform the departBell said the action would raise ment's annual audit. The cost is
much needed dollars that could estimated between $4,500 and
be used to upgrade the facilities. $5,000. The audit is not
"That money going to upgrade required every year; however
the (soccer) fields will help the board member
s supported purboard use money elsewhere,"
suing the proposal for an audit
Bell said, citing the need to
for the 2008-09 fiscal year.
upgrade softball and baseball
The board also approved a
fields at Murray-Calloway
proposal from Bell to purchase
Central Park.
Board vice-chairman Jason new radios for the department's
Pittman said the move was a park rangers. The radios are
"tasteful way" to raise funds needed to keep the rangers
in
that would also enhance the contact with
Murray Police
appearance of the park.
Department in an emergency.
Also, Wilhelm reported that
The current equipment was
454 youngsters will participate
cited
as unreliable.
in soccer activity at Bee Creek
Board members also disthis year. However he noted that
the number of scholarships was cussed, but took no action, con"way up" because of adverse cerning the placement of fenceconomic conditions. He said ing around Bee Creek soccer
26 scholarships have been park to
prevent access after
awarded to youngsters costing
hours. There have been reports
$982.
of vandalism and vehicles drivAfterward, the board voted to
en
onto the property causing
table a proposal from Parks
Director Matt Martin to allocate expensive damage to the fields
$47,000 to purchase equipment and equipment. The issue was
needed to install a new spray turned over to the board's
park next to the swimming pool. finance committee to determi
ne
The funds are not yet in the the cost
involved.
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Ohltuaties

Ahmadinejad warns against military attack
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Mrs Shirley Hubbs, 72, Kirkwood Drive,
Murray, died Monday,
Sept. 21, 2009, at 11:15 a.m. at Vanderbil
t Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn. A member of Glendale Road Church
of Christ, she was a
retired clerk for Parker Ford and McKeel
Equipment Company,
Murray. Born Nov. 19, 1936, in Calloway County,
she was the
daughter of the late B.B. Hodges and Alley Willough
by Hodges.
Survivors include her husband, William Hubbs;
one daughter, Lori
Hagan and husband, Jeff, Murfreesboro, Tenn.;
one son, Corey
Hubbs, Raleigh, N.C.; one sister, Delma Thompson,
Washington,
D.C. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements.

Joey Gerald Clayton

TEHRAN, Iran (AP)—
President
Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad claimed Tuesday
his country is now stronger than
ever and warned that the Iranian
military will "cut the hand" of
anyone who dares attack the
nation.
Ahmadinejad spoke at an
army parade in Tehran that
showcased Iranian military
might and marked the anniversary of the suit of the 19801988 Iraq-Iran war. The war,
launched by former Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein, claimed an
estimated 1 million lives.
"Our armed forces will cut
the hand of anyone in the world
before it pulls the trigger against
the Iranian nation," said
Ahmadinejad.
The remark, though typical
for the Iranian leader, reflects
Tehran's concerns it could be

targeted because of its nuclear
facilities. The U.S. and its allies
fear Iran's nuclear program
masks a secret nuclear weapons
pursuit, but Tetuan denies the
charge and says it's for peaceful
purposes only.
It is also seen as a response to
recent statement from Iran's
archenemy Israel, which has
said it is keeping all options —
including the military one — on
the table against Iran.
Iran's military readiness is
such that "no power dares imagine an invasion against Iran,"
Ahmadinejad added. "The
Iranian nation will resist all
invaders."
Ahmadinejad is preparing to
take the world stage with a
speech Wednesday to the U.N.
General Assembly, where he is
expected to come under heavy
pressure over the nuclear issue.

Joey Gerald Clayton, 53, Buchanan, Tenn., died Monday, Sept.
21, 2009, at Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
Born May II, 1956, he was the son of the late Bobby Clayton
and Margaret Wilson Scott.
Survivors include his wife, Sheila Galbreath Clayton, to whom
he was married Feb. IS, 1986; one son, Josh Clayton, one daughter,
Shanna Clayton, and his mother, Sheila Gemn Cole, all of
Buchanan; grandmother, Marie Wilson King, Paris, Tenn.; one
brother, Ronnie Clayton and wife, Mary Ann, Franklin, Tenn.; three
sisters, Cathy Lowe and Crissy McCutcheon and husband, Danny,
all of Puryear, Tenn., and Cindy Bailey, Murray; several nieces and
nephews.
A graveside service will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Mt. Pleasant
Cemetery. Mike White will officiate. Pallbearers will be Ricky
Mathis, Randy Canady, Dan Van Hoosier, Junior West, Howard
Powell, Kyle Lowe,Ross Wimberly and David Wrye. Visitation will
be at the Miller Funeral Home of Hazel from 4 to 8 p.m. today
WASHINGTON (AP) — it is going to be from the IRS."
(Tuesday)and after 11 a.m. Wednesday. Online condolences may be Memo to President Barack
Democrats aren't the first to
made at www.imesmilleecom.
Obama: It's a tax.
propose that individuals be
Obama insisted this weekend required to carry health insurMaria Michelle Oliver
on national television that ance and fined if they refuse.
The funeral for Maria Michelle Oliver will be today(Tuesday)at requiring people to carry health The conservat
ive Heritage
3 p.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn., insurance — and fining them if Foundati
on called for such a
with Jonathan Goodman and Jimmy Oliver officiating. Burial will they don't — isn't the same mandate
in the 1990s' health
follow in the Hicks Cemetery, Murray. Visitation is now at the thing as a tax increase. But the care debate,
although its proposfuneral home.
language of Democratic bills to al differed from the ones pendExpressions of sympathy may be made to the Maria Oliver revamp the nation's health care ing in Congress
. Heritage has
Family Expenses Fund: Heritage Bank, do Jackie Thurman, 10 system doesn't quibble. Both the since dropped
the idea and now
North 12th St., Murray, KY. 42071.
House bill and the Senate favors using tax credits to
Ms. Oliver, 22, of Murray, died Saturday, Sept. 19, 2009 in Finance Committee proposal encourage people
to buy coverMurray. Born June 26, 1987 she attended Calvary Baptist Church clearly state that the fines would age — carrots
and not sticks.
in Draffenviile, Ky. She graduated from Livingston Central High be a tax.
During the 2008 political
School in 2005. She worked as a waitress at Cypress Springs
And the reason the fines are campaign, Obama opposed
Restaurant. She was preceded in death by two uncles, Darren in the legislation is to enforce making coverage
mandatory
McCormick and James Oliver.
the coverage requirement.
because of the costs. His posiSurvivors include her mother, Patricia McCormick Stewart and
"If you put something in the tion has shifted now that it's
husband, Garry, Buchanan, Tenn.; her father, John Oliver, and two Internal Revenue Code, and you becoming
clear such a requiredaughters, Hayle,e Marie Oliver and Kimberly Lanae Kleug, all of tell the IRS to collect it, I think ment will
be part of any legislaMurray; special friend, Randy Webb, Murray; two sisters, Leann that's a tax," said Clint Stretch, tion that Congress
sends him.
Vallery and husband, James, of Gilbeitsville, Ky and Jennifer head of the tax policy group for
Conservative activists are
Oliver, Murray; one brother, Matthew Oliver, Murray.
Deloitte, a major accounting calling it a violation of his
She is also survived by her paternal grandparents Jimmy and firm. "If you don't pay, the per- pledge not to
raise taxes on the
Glenda Sue Oliver of Murray, her maternal grandfather, Charles son who's going to come and get middle class.
McCormick of Buchanan,Tenn.; maternal grandmother, Faye Glass
and her husband, Paul, of Buchanan; three aunts, Donna Oliver of
Murray; Karen Chadwick and husband David, and LeiSha Hastings
all of Buchanan; three uncles, David Oliver and his wife, Debbie, of
Murray; Jody McCormick and Josh Glass of Buchanan; several
WASHINGTON (AP) — A annual American Community
cousins, nieces, nephews, great aunts and great uncles.
broad survey of Americans has Survey, a sweeping look at life
provided striking measures of built on information from 3 milMrs. Pearl Marvin
the recession's effect on life at r lion households,
The funeral for Mrs. Pearl Turpin will be Wednesday at 11 cm. home and at work: People are
Preliminary data earlier this
in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home with Dan Webb officiat- now *tuck in traffic longer, less year found that Many Americans
ing. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation apt to move away and more were not moving, staying put in
will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today(Tuesday). Online inclined to put off marriage and big cities rather than migrating
condolences may be made at www.imesmiller.com.
buying a house.
to the Sunbelt because of frozen
Mrs. Pearl Turpin, 90, Murray, died Sunday, Sept. 20, 2009 at
The U.S. census data, lines of credit. Mobility is at a
7:40 a.m. at Spring Creek Nursing and Rehab. Born Oct. 11, 1918, released Monday, also show a 60-year low, upending populashe was the daughter of the late George Starks and Ola Strader dip in the number of foreign- tion trends ahead of the 2010
Starks. Also preceding her in death were two brothers, Brent and born last year, to under 38 mil- census that will be used to
Wesley Starks. She was a member of Pleasant Valley Church of lion after it reached an all-time apportion House seats.
Christ. Survivors include one son, G. W. Turpin and wife, high in 2007. This was due to
"The recession has affected
Marianna, Murray, and one brother, Jack Starks and wife, Maxine, declines in low-skilled workers everybody in one way or anothHazel.
from Mexico searching for jobs er as families use lots of differin Arizona, Florida and ent strategies to cope with a new
California.
David Le Axel Rowlett.
economic reality," said Mark
Health coverage swung Mather, associate vice president
PARIS,Tenn. — The funeral for David Le Axel Rowlette will be
Wednesday at 9 a.m. in the chapel of McEvoy Funeral Home widely by region, based partly of the nonprofit Population
Chapel, Paris, Tenn. with Bro. Steve Gallimore on levels of unemployment. Reference Bureau. "Job loss —
officiating. His friends will serve as pallbearers. Massachusetts, with its univer- or the potential for job loss —
Burial will follow in the Shady Grove Cemetery. sal coverage law, had fewer than also leads to feelings of ecoVisitation will be from 4 to 7 p.m. today (Tuesday) I in 20 uninsured residents — nomic insecurity and can create
the lowest in the nation. Texas social tension."
at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be made at had the highest share, at I in 4,
"It's just the tip of the ice•
largely because of illegal immi- berg," he said, noting that unemwww.mcevoyfuneralhome.com.
Mr. Rowlette, 17, Shady Grove Road, Paris, grants excluded from govern- ployment is still rising.
died Sunday, Sept. 20, 2009 at Henry County ment-sponsored and employerThe percentage of people
(Term) Medical Center following an automobile provided plans. Demographers who drove alone to work
said the latest figures were sig- dropped last year to 75.5 peraccident in Buchanan, Term.
Rowlett*
Born July 7, 1992 in McKenzie,Tenn., he was a nificant in highlighting how cent, the lowest in a decade, as
member of Henry County High School 2010 graduating class, a tal- profoundly the recession affect- commuters grew weary of payed Americans as it hit home in ing close to $4 a gallon for gasoented artist who loved his family, friends and music.
He was preceded in death by his paternal grandparents, Leroy 2008. Findings come from the line and opted to carpool or take
Rowlette and Jane Clark, and an uncle James Rowlette.
Survivors include his parents, John Christopher(Chris) Rowlette
and Kimberly(Kim)Kay Nelson, both of Paris; maternal grandpart
ents, David Nelson and Martha Cascadden Nelson, Murray; uncle,
I
\
I RIP(W1
Eddie Rowlette, Dover, Term.; two aunts, Melissa Voss, Rochester,
Minn. and Jill Stephens, Murray; great-grandparent, Cordie
Ilk i
;
Rowlette, Dover, Term.; six cousins.

He will likely try to deflect the
controversy and cast himself as
a champion of a new world
order ending Western domination and providing justice for
developing nations.
Iran is also poised to enter
key negotiations with the United
States and other powers seeking
concessions on Iran's nuclear
program on Oct. 1.
The U.S. and its allies suspect Tehran already has enough
enriched uranium to build a
bomb but Iran says the uranium
is for generating electricity.
Tuesday's parade speech was
also meant to underline
Alurnadinejad's strength in the
face of a three-month domestic
turmoil in which the pro-reform
opposition has staged dramatic
protests
claiming
Atunadinejad's victory in June
presidential elections was fraud-

4'
Went.

Last week, Ahmadinejal
taunted Israel, questioning
whether the Holocaust was .4
real event" and calling it a pre,
'
text used by Jews to trick the!
West into backing the creation
of Israel. On Monday, he said he
was proud the remark stokeij
international outrage.
At the parade. Ahmadinejacl
lashed out at the "presence of
foreign forces in the region"
meaning U.S. troops in Iraq —
and said it was "unacceptable
that some deploy troops to the
region from thousands of kilo.
meters (miles) away."
He accused foreign powers ot
creating rifts among Mideast
countries while saying Iram
seeks to promote brotherhood
and peaceful coexistence of IR
nations.

'Tax' faces those refusing to buy health insurance
-This is exactly what George
Bush Sr. did when he said he
wouldn't raise taxes, and it cost
him the next election," said
Grover Norquist, president of
Americans for Tax Reform.
-Mauna is doing the same thing,
but he's insulting people by
telling them that if you don't call
it a big purple banana, somehow
it wouldn't be a tax."
Some liberals acknowledge
that Obama might be vulnerable
on the insurance requirement.
But they say most people will
understand as long as the legislation provides enough subsidies
to make the coverage affordable
for those who would now be
required to hive it.
The size of those tax credits
is a central issue as the Senate
Finance Committee starts voting
on legislation Tuesday.
"I think it's a metaphysical
question as to whether it's a tax
or not," said Roger Hickey, co
-

Recession has sweeping impact in U.S.

(

Clinton: Race not main factor
behind health care opposition
WASHINGTON (AP)
people who were against him on
Former President Bill Clinton health care would still be against
says he doesn't think racism is a
him. They were against me,
'principal factor in resistance to too."
President Barack Obama's plan
Cinton said that "1 sympafor overhauling health care.
thize with" former President
Interviewed Tuesday on Jimmy Carter's feeling that
ABC's
"Good
Morning racism accounts for the strenuAmerica," Clinton said -there's ous opposition to °barna, but
no question" racism exists in said "that's not what's driving"
some outbursts in recent Obama's critics. Clinton said:
months. But he also said he "What's driving them is they
believes "if he were not an don't want health care(refonn)."
African-American, all of the
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public transportation.
Twenty-two states had
declines in solo drivers compared with the year before, with
the rest statisticallrunchanged.
The decreases ifrefri particularly
evident in states with higher
traffic congestion, such as
Maryland,
Texas
and
Washington.
Marital bliss also suffered.
Nearly 1 in 3 Americans 15 and
over, or 31.2 percent, reported
they had never been married, the
highest level in a decade. The
share had previously hovered
for years around 27 percent,
before beginning to climb during the housing downturn in
2006. The never-married included three-quarters of men in their
20s and two-thirds of women in
that age range. Sociologists say
younger people are taking
longer to reach economic independence end consider marriage
because they are struggling.

director of the Campaign for
America's Future. "The re#I
question that will determine
whether people are upset is
whether the insurance is affordable."
In an interview that aired
Sunday on ABC's "This Week,"
Obama insisted that the insurance requirement is not a tax. "For us to say that you've kin
to take a responsibility to get
health insurance is absolutely
not a tax increase," the president
said. "What it's saying is...thot
we're not going to have other
people carrying your Widens for
you anymore.
"Right now everybody in
America, just about, has to get
auto insurance," Obama addell.
"Nobody considers that a taZ
increase. "You just can't make
up that language and decide that
that's called a tax increase," he
added.
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Murray High School Class
of 1969 plans reunion
The 1969 Class of Murray High School is
planning a reunion the weekend of Oct. 2 and
3. On Friday night a Tom's Pizza Party,:
before the Murray High homecoming foot—
ball game, will be held at Murray Middle
School Cafeteria, 801 Main St., at 6 p.m. Thq
ballgame will start at 7:30 p.m. and the chest
will be recognized at the game.
Saturday morning, golf enthusiasts wilt
take to the greens for a little golf. A dinner
planned for Saturday, Oct. 3, at the Murra
lo's
State University Curris Center. A buffet di
Datebook ner will be served at 6 p.m.
in the ball
By Jo Burkeen
and check-in will start at 5 p.m. Dress for
Community
reunion will be casual. For more informati
Editor
call Gary Taylor at 270-227-8943.

Photo provided
Murray Middle School students pictured
during "Hats Off to High Attendance " Day are , from left,
Matthew Harper, Garrison
Capps and Ethan Back and , right photo,
from left, Kristen Youngblood, Melody Sheets and Kaylee
Fang.

Murray Middle School named regional
winner of Kentucky High Attendance Day

During the recent state-wide High
Attendance Day, Murray Middle School
was named the regional winner. MMS
led
with an outstanding 99.07 percent attendance. Murray Elementary School and
Murray High School followed close behind
with a 96.49 and 95.47 percent attendance
respectively.
"All the Murray Independent Schools did
an outstanding job in support of this 'High
Attendance Day,' given the short amount of
time to prepare for and promote the event,"
said Dr. Tom Rendek, Murray Independent
School District Director of
Pupil
Personnel, Transportation and Facilities.
Sponsored by the Kentucky Directors of
Pupil Personnel(KDPP), the event is meant
to encourage and stress the importance of
school attendance. Attendance is directly
correlated with the students' opportunity to
succeed, and this event is meant to foster
positive attitudes about the importance of
school. Schools throughout Kentucky competed for the highest average student attendance.
Bob Rogers, MISD superintendent, said
he was very pleased with the extra effort the

students put forth to show their pride in the
state attendance competition. "All of the
schools did a great job, but the Middle
School did an absolutely wonderful job."
The categories of competition included
elementary, middle and high schools.
Winning schools will receive a cash prize of
$1/student in the school with a minimum of
$500 and a maximum of $1.500. All prizes
are to be spent at the discretion of students
with administrative approval.
The purpose of the KDPP is to promote
the advancement of education through services to children; to establish a better relationship between the home and school; to
assist in the advancement of the welfare of
the child; to assist in the professional development of the pupil personnel director, and
to assist in furthering the advancement of
education through community and state support through the Kentucky Directors of
Pupil Personnel.
Lou Carter, MMS principal, said to make
this event a success, everyone contributed
their efforts to experience such a near-perfect attendance by the students. "The boys
and girls knew the importance of this-day

Film Burner's Club will meet
Film Burner's Photo Club will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30
p.m. at Calloway County Extension office, 301 South 4th
Murray. Anyone interested in photography is invited.

4-H training planned
4-H Record Book Training will be Wednesday from 3:30 to 5
p.m. at the Extension Office.

and they wanted to be 'the best' and show
Lady Laker Team plans event
Calloway County High School Lady Laker Volleyball Team wilt
true Tiger Pride. I am very proud of the students and parents for getting the students hold its annual 'Volley For a Cure" tonight (Tuesday) as they play.
Graves County. The team will honor and recognize anyone affectert
here."
breast cancer with participants signing up at the door. They will
by
Teresa Butler, the MMS attendance clerk,
be honored between the JV and Varsity games with Freshman startplanned a daily activity related to attendance
ing at 5 p.m., JV at 6 p.m. and Varsity at 7 p.m. All proceeds from.
throughout the "High Attendance" week. gate fees,
pizza sales, bake sales and T-shirt sales will be donated to
Tuesday was designated as "Hats Off for the Susan G. Komen Foundation.
High Attendance," Wednesday was celebrated as "Black and Gold-Tiger Pride Day,"
Alzheimer's Group will meet
Thursday "Popping for Perfect Attendance"
Alzheimer's Support Group of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will meet today (Tuesday) at 4:30 p.m. in the annex conand Friday students were invited to wear
black to "Black Out Absences Day." "We ference room of the hospital. Cindy Ragsdale, licensed social workalso had a High Attendance Day Pep Rally er and coordinator of the group, invites all interested persons to
where students celebrated being a member attend. For more information call Ragsdale at 762-1296.
of the MMS Student Body," Carter said.
meeting tonight
During the pep rally over a hundred prizes
Joy Bolton, executive director of Kentucky WMU will be the
were donated from community businesses
guest speaker at a meeting of WMU of First Baptist Church tonight,
and awarded to individual students who (Tuesday) at 7
p.m. in the chapel of the church. All interested perwere in attendance the entire day of Sept. sons are invited.
10. "It was a very exciting day. I was
tremendously proud of all the students and
Bingo planned ittesday
teachers for their participation and support,"
Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30
p.m. at the KC hall on Squire Road, Murray. The public is invited.
Butler said. "We thank the community
businesses and sponsors for their many
Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
donations and individual prizes donated to
Al-Anon will meet tonight(Tuesday)at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Ow Nailed Attendance Day."
Methodist Church. Enter from the rear door located near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of ale();
holism or addiction in a relative or friend.

•*
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Stephen Wolff, M.D. is the
Director of the Sickle Cell
Center at Meharry Medical
College in Nashville, Tenn. Dr.
Wolff says these blocked blood
vessels can lead to numerous
health problems. "Patients can
get lung damage, kidney damage, bone and joint problems,
severe anemia and pain," says
Dr. Wolff.
Dr. Wolff says scheduled
blood transfusions help reduce
the pain associated with sickle
cell disease.
"Many patients get more than
10-20 units of blood in a lifetime. Patients that get periodic
transfusions usually get 2 transfusions a month for years at a
time. It has to continue for many

4

The Personal Touch
HAIR SALON
is pleased to announce that

Claudia Warren formerly of illusions

ir$

is joining Joyce Garland Vance Sr Nancy Mayfield
at 615-D South 12th St.• Southside Shopping Center
Call today for an appointment 753-5042
Open Some Evenings

.6

•
......

years to get the full benefit,"
says Dr. Wolff.
Jacqueline Scruggs received
3 blood transfusions so far. She
is grateful to those who donate
blood.
More donations from ethnic
populations are needed to benefit sickle cell disease patients.
According to Dr. Wolff, the disease predominantly affects
African-Americans, but is on
the rise in Hispanic groups and
Caucasians of Mediterranean
descent.
September is National Sickle
Cell Awareness Month. Show
your support for patients with
this disease by giving a life sustaining blood donation.
In Murray, Ky., you can
donate on the following dates:
Wednesday, Sept. 23, from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. at Baptist Campus
Ministries located at 800

Waldrop Dr., Murray, and
Murray Singles will meet
Thursday, Sept. 24,from II a.m.
Murray Singles will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. in the,
to 4 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal annex of the Calloway County Public
Library. For more information
Church, 1620 W. Main St., call Pat at 489-2909.
Murray.
Donors must be in general
Hazel Lodge plans meeting
good health, weigh 110 pounds
Hazel Woodmen of World Lodge 138 will meet tonight'
or more, and be at least 17 years (Tuesday)
at 6 p.m. at Hannon Hall, Murray. The lodge will furnish
old (16 with completed Parental barbecue and
drinks and members are to bring a side dish or dessert.
Consent Form). Please bring
your donor card or photo ID.
AARP Driver Course scheduled
The American Red Cross
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer a driver refreshe
r.
shelters, feeds and counsels viccourse for motorists, 50 and older, from 8 a.m. to 12:30
p.m.
tims of disasters; provides nearWednesday. AARP co-sponsors the course. Fees are $12 AARP
ly half of the nation's blood supmembers, $14 for non-members or $6 for PrimeLife members.
Preply; teaches lifesaving skills;
registration is required. For information call 762-4348.
and supports military members
and
their families. The
Angel Alert issued
American Red Cross is a charity,
An Angel Alert has been issued for a washing machine for
not a government agency, and
a fam-:
ily
with three children. Anyone having one to donate is asked
depends on volunteers and the
to call:
generosity of the American pub- the Calloway County Family Resource Center at 762-7333.
lic to perform its humanitarian
Fire-Rescue plans fundraiser
mission.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue will conduct its annual fundrais
er:
in the form of a mailer to county residents this week. The
mailer
constitutes the only fundraiser the squad conducts, and is to
ask for:
donations for the rescue division which is not supported by tax
rev
:
enue, and is funded solely on a donation basis, according to
Earl.
Hicks, chief, and Terry Ridgley, board chairman. All
residents;
should receive a flyer in the mail in the next few days. and the
squad.
asks that everyone take time to read it and contribute as
they can;
Questions can be directed to the main station at 101 East Sycamor
e:
St., Murray, or by phone at 753-4112.

IF YOU HAVEANEVENT
YOU'D LIKE TO ANNOUNCE
CALL USAT 153-1916
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Sometimes painless; always a concern

./4

Uterine fibroids Is a very common problem in women;
lumps grow
Inside, outside, or In the wall of the uterus. These
fibroids con cause
heavy bleeding, pain, or infertility.

Upcoming Events at Magnolia Tea Room
Murder Mystery Dinner

Murray Woman's Clink con help treat problems
dealing with Uterine Fibroids.

September 26th • 6:30
4.,

Ghost Tour

We use the latest accredited ultra-sound to
help diagnose your problem and prepare
different treotment options.

October 17th • 7:00 - 10:00 & 10:00 - 1:00 a.m.
•
•

Trick or Tea

•
We con also recommend surgical options to
permanently eliminate your uterine fibroids
depending on your future fertility goals

October 24th • 2:30
;•:.

Visit our website or call for details & reservations.

•

:•:$*

Don't spend another moment
In pain or fear.

Lunch Hours: Tues.-Sat. 11 a.m.-4 p.m.

306 Gilbert Street • Hazel, Kentucky

.••

270-492-6284

:.:•:."
.• •

•••

www.magnoliatearoom.net
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When Ciperience Count',
Covet on our lifetime of Experieme
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September is National Sickle Cell Disease Awareness Month

Spocisl to the Lodgsr
Jacqueline Scruggs is a 22year old Nashville, Tenn. resident living with sickle cell disease, a diagnosis she received in
infancy. "I have pain in my back
and chest and take morphine for
it," says Scruggs."I'm okay with
it. I'm used to it. I'm okay with it
now," she says.
Sickle cell disease is an
inherited blood disorder that
affects red blood cells. People
with sickle cell disease have red
blood cells that contain an
abnormal type of hemoglobin.
Sometimes these red blood cells
become sickle-shaped (crescent
shaped) and have difficulty
passing through small blood
vessels.
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COMMUNITY
Nickell completes tenure
with Lions Clubs of
Kentucky as council chair

Murray Ledger & Times

lliesday, September 22, 2009 - SA

PADUCAH,Ky. — Judge Christopher Shea Nickell recently completed his year-long tenure as State Council Chair of the Lions Clubs
of Kentucky.
He assisted the Commonwealth's six district governors in coordinating service projects and relief efforts performed by the civic organization's 5,680 volunteer members in 204 Lions Clubs.
' Judge Nickell is a member of the Paducah Lions Club and represents the 24 counties comprising the 1st Division of the 1st
i Appellate Judicial District on the Kentucky Court of Appeals.
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GOODY'S
Photo provided
DONATION GIVEN: Woodmen of the World Lodge 728 donated $500
to the Calloway County
Fire and Rescue. Pictured are, from left, Nancy Buchanan, field rep, Rachel
Brown, field rep,
Dot Hargrove, Rachel Jackson, Brooks Rose, David Stewart, Danny Williams,
Dot Bazzell and
luta Hudson.

MSU high school workshop trains
future journalists and broadcasters

.ffit•

High school students in west Kentucky and sur- paper design, sports writing,
online journalism,
rounding states will sharpen their communication feature writing, producing
television programs
skills at a workshop on Friday, Sept. 25, taught by and developing news story ideas.
Yearbook comjournalism and mass communications faculty and pany representatives will offer
instruction in yearstaff at Murray State University.
book planning and layout.
MSU's High School Journalism and Broadcast
Entries in high school newspaper, yearbook and
Media Workshop will place young writers, edi- websitc competitions will
be judged prior to Sept.
tors, photographers and video producers in the 25, and award winners will
be announced at the
classroom with experienced professionals who start of the workshop.
provide hands-on training.
Cost of the half-day event, which will be held on
"Outreach programs are extremely important to MSU's Murray campus, is $4 per
student payable
our department and college, and to this university, by the school in advance or at
the door on Sept.
and so we view this workshop as a great way to 25. There is no charge for accompan
ying high
benefit these high school students and hopefully school faculty advisers or administra
tors.
also inspire them to consider journalism and comFor more information, contact Haven Miller at
munications as an exciting future career," said Dr. uniller17emurraystate.edu, (270)
809-5441; or
Bob Lochte, chair of MSU's journalism and mass Orville Herndon at orville.h
erndonemurcommunications department.
raystate.edu,(270) 809-4491; or Marion Hale, at
This year's program includes sessions on news- marion.haleemurraystate.edu,(270)
809-2387.

Watch the new season of MSU's
Roundabout U on WSIL and others
The fall 2009 season of Murray State
WSIL brings Roundabout U to a large audience
University's (MSU) Roundabout U television throughout the WSIL viewing area Western
show is starting off with a new home on one of the Kentucky, Southern Illinois and
Southeast
"big three" network stations. WSIL-TV in Missouri. WSIL is available through DirectTV
Harrisburg, Ill., an ABC affiliate, has picked up and Dish Network. Roundabout U is broadcast
both Roundabout U and The Racer Report.
every Sunday at 10 a.m.
While The Racer Report focuses on Murray
The show can also be seen on KET3 across the
State athletics, Roundabout U expands its cover- state and through cable systems in Murray,
age to include not only news and events at MSU, Mayfield, Benton, Calvert City, Fulton,
but interesting stories from around the region. Hopkinsville and Madisonville.
Roundabout co-hosts are Katie DeCillo, a junior
For specific cable provider times and channels,
electronic media major at Murray, and Jim Carter, check local listings.
MSU vice president for institutional advancement.

•

HOMETOWN HEROES...FOR EVERYTHING YOU DO,
WE'RE TAKING THREE SPECIAL DAYS TO HONOR YOU!
We're grateful to all of Murray's heroes-military personnel,fire fighters.
polka °Mom.EMS personnol and oducators-whose work makes life
better for all of us. Bring your Heroes Savings Pass with you and enjoy
your special discount at your new Goody's, Friday through Sunday.
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GOODY'S
652 N. 12th St.•

rray, KY•270-7594929

Family Day Reminds Parents That

Dinner Makes A Diffientncel
M AL$: •
the perfect
time to listen
to what's on
your kids mind.

...help
develop
vocabulary
in younger
children.

...contribute
to better
grades.

111
The more often kids eat dinner with their families the less likely
they are to smoke, drink or use drugs.
Parents are the number one influence in their child's life.
Communication is the key to family success.

What the kids really want at the dinner table is YOU!

ii
Calloway County Alliance
for Substance Abuse Prevention

762-7332
www.ccasap.com
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Grandparent's Day celebration
Photo provided
ICE CREAM SOCIAL: The Calloway Count
y Preschool recently held an ice Cream Social
for students and their families. Approx
imately 300 attended the event and enjoyed visiting
with faculty and staff and delicious ice
cream. Pictured are Katie Neier and Cody Dick enjoying some ice cream.

Eastwood Christian Academy recently held a Grandparent's Day celebr
ation that included
lunch with grandparents and a presentation by the students at ECA.
Pictured are performances by the kindergarten class, above, and first and second grade class, below.

Photo provided
CONSTITUTION DAY: Students in the PI classes at Murray
Elementary gathered by the flagpole to celebrate Constitution Day. They recited the
pledge and sang a song about the corititutIon. Students made hats and waved American flags
during the program.

DOS WAIF HettO

ft

BY LEIGH ANNE rLORENCE
CHAPTER 2
things,

Photo provided
DONATION: The Calloway County Chapter of
the United
Daughters of the Confederacy made a book donati
on to the
Calloway County Middle School library in memory
of Dr.
Harvey Elder, who was an honorary member of the
society.
Picture is Angie Jones, CCMS library/medi
a specialist,
accepting a copy of "Robert E. Lee, Virginia Soldier
, American
Citizen" from Donna Jackson, chapter histori
an, Dixie
Hopkins, chapter member, and Frances Spillman,
chapter
president.

Photo provided
TRIBUTE: Murray Elementary third graders pay tribute
to
Mayor Rushing with special artwork featuring all of their handprints. Rushing was a frequent visitor to the school and spoke
with students, read with them and read proclamations for
various special occasions such as Read Across America week.
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ILLUSTRATIONS 15V PAUL I5RLTT JOHN
SON
but I wasn't selfish. It
Who knew packing a back- was a big blanket. I would share.
pack could be so challenging?
"Woody," Dad said, "Where
At sunrise, our family crawled will you plug in the electric
into our trusty Woody Bus. blanket?"
Though sleepy, I was excited
"Plug in?" I repeated.
about our adventure. I knew with
"Yes, Woody," Dad continued.
the challenges of camping that I "What do you plan on pluggin
g
needed my strength. "Dad, the blanket into so it will
get
before we leave town, can we warm?"
run through the drive-through?
My heart skipped a beat. I hadI've a hankering for a bacon n't thought about needing elecsandwich."
tricity. Sure, there were times
"Woody, we haven't left the during a storm when the power
driveway! Besides, we won't be went out, but that was only for
a
eating fast-food or stopping at brief time. It was no easy
task
restaurants. We'll be having pic- cramming the blanket and
the
nics with the food we packed."
cord into my backpack.
I loved picnics, but it was hard
Oh no, it just hit me! No electelling my tummy to wait! tricity meant no television, no
Thankfully, I'd packed some video games, no computer,
no
snacks, but I needed to save updating my DogFace Page,
no
those for later. Needing to occu- microwave, no refrigerator,
py my mind, I made a sugges- no...
tion. "Hey Chloe, let's play I
"Woody," Mom interrupted,
Spy!" For the next hour, we "What else did you pack?"
spied water towers, stop signs,
There was no getting around it.
cornfields, and even a brand new I had to answer. I swallowed
baby foal.
hard and began listing the conWhen we were tired from our tents of my bag. "An electric
detective work. Chloe said, blanket, my swimming trunks, packed.
" I secretly hoped Chloe "I remembered reading
a news2
"Let's play the Alphabet Game. my favorite art set, my WOOF, had a hair
dryer or computer in paper article once about
campWe'll use things we packed for some microwave popcorn, and a her bag.
My sister opened her ing. I knew the sleepin
g bag and
our trip." "Super!" Mom few cherry pupsicles. Oh. I backpack
and pulled out each raincoat would keep me
warm;
praised. "I'll start! A, Atlas."
almost forgot. I brought my har- item. Chloe's bag contained a
the flashlight, weather radio and
"B, batteries." Dad continued.
monica, too."
compass, a rain coat, a first aid first aid kit would
keep me safe:
"C, compass," Chloe said. She
"PUPSICLES?"
Mom kit, flashlight, sleeping bag, and, the jerky and
trail mix
always took the letter C since screamed, "IN YOUR BACK- jerky,
trail mix, a radio, a cell would keep me fed - and
wouldher name began with that letter. PACK?" Mom didn't wait for phone, and
a small book titled n't spoil." Chloe had based
her
"Your turn, Woody."
an answer. She found my back- "Camping for Canines - and
choices on her most basic needs
"D - D - D..." "Uh. I'll take pack and began emptying it. My People, Too."
I was getting -- like being safe and warm. It
the next letter."
trunks were sticky from the ready to make a comment about was
obvious Chloe had won our
"D
drinking water," Mom melting treats. Mom was getting the radio and
cell phone when first challenge. Thankfully. my
helped.
ready to throw the pupsicles out Chloe explained the radio was a sister
wasn't selfish. I had a
"E - electric blanket!" I when I said, "Can't we eat battery
-operated weather radio feeling I would be borrow
ing
exclaimed! Once I said 'electric
them?'' Mom and Dad had funny and the cell phone was charged things
from her pack in the near
blanket.' Chloe giggled, Mom looks on their face. I offered
a to use only in the case of an future.
turned around, and Dad hit the pupsicle to Chloe, but she
was emergency.
brakes and pulled over to the shaking too hard, trying to conMom and Dad complimented
Thanks to LG&E/Kl/ both
side of the road. Everyone stared tain her laughter.
Chloe for her smart choices. EON companies and
APA for
at me. From the looks on their
Packing our backpack was our Dad explained that surviving in making
this project possible.
faces, I could tell what they were first challenge and it looked
like any situation depended on mak- Thanks to the
Kentucky
thinking. They were jealous! I had failed. How could I recov- ing intellig
ent choices and being Secretary ofStatefor sponsoring
They couldn't believe they had- er? "Dad, you may think what
I prepared. I was curious how the new podcast. For podcas
l
n't thought about bringing an have in my backpack is silly,
but Chloe chose those items so I and questions and activities
go
electnc blanket. I was plenty of we don't know what Chloe asked.
"Well," Chloe explained, online to www.kypress.corn
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MLB ROUNDUP:
(' kRDINALS 7, tSTROS 2

ocal squads get taste of top competition
URRAY'S GIRLS, CALLOWAY'S BOYS
TURN IN STRONG FINISHES
Staff Report
urray took on some of the best
petition western Kentucky has
iffer at the St. Mary Invitationin Saturday.
alloway County stepped outthe region and faced the best
southeast Missouri and southi
. riIllinois at the Cape Central
er Invite in Cape Girardeau, Mo.
urray's varsity girls took fifth
'e out of eight teams at Padu's Noble Park, led by a 16the overall finish by Selina Laleret,
ran the 5K course in 23 min-

utes, 53.66 seconds.
Seventh-grader Kenzley Sparks
finished less than a minute behind
LaJeret at 24:36.49 in 22nd place.
Kim Jones took 31st with a time
of 25:34.87.
Becca Kilby and Alex Nance
were the fourth and fifth Murray
runners, placing 45th and 46th with
times of 28:48.69 and 28:57.29.
Muhlenberg County won the girls
meet while the individual championship went to Paducah Tilghman's
Aleja Grant, who ran the course in
20:29.81.

Today in Prep Sports
Boys Soccer
Murray at Calloway Co
Girls Soccer
Murray at Calloway Co
Volleyball
Graves Co at Calloway Co
Murray at Marshall Co
Goff
Mayheld at Murray (Miller GC)

5 30 pm
7 30 p
7pm
7pm
4pm

The Tigers did not field enough
runners to place as a team in the
varsity boys division. Chase Darnell did turn in a sixth-place overall finish, however, with a time of
17:59.49.
Calloway's boys took eighth place
out of 13 schools at Cape Central.
Ryan Thurman finished seventh out
of 99 runners with a time of 17:25.

Dylan Harris placed 37th and
ran the course in 19:03. while Aaron
Armstrong was 50th at 19:25. Robby
Friedrich placed 54th at 19:33 and
Chantry Carroll was 73rd with a
time of 20:33.
Farmington (Mo.) won the team
championship while Cape Girardeau
Notre Dame's Wynn McClellan finished first with a time of 16:37.
On the girls side. Calloway placed
8th out of eight teams overall. Taylor Futrell paced the Lady Lakers.
finishing 33rd with a time of 23:44.
Kelsey Gray ran the course in
25:02 and placed 46th, Takina Scott
turned in 25:22 and placed 48th,
la See RUNNERS,26

DAVID J. PHILLIP / AP

Florida at Kentucky
?sr & Tints

WHEN:5 P.M. SATURDAY WHERE COMMONWEALTH STADIUM
RECORDS: UF 3-0 (1-0, SEC); UK 2-0 (0-0, SEC)

Included
rfOrManc-

Angry Gators?

Cardinals catcher Jason LaRue collides
with Houston's Geoff Blum as he slides
safely into home plate to score during
the fifth inning Monday in Houston. The
Cardinals were the victors, however,
winning 7-2.

DeRosa has
two homers in
Cards win
REDBIRDS' MAGIC NUMBER
REDUCED TO THREE
By CHRIS DUKAPI
AP Sports Writer
HOUSTON (AP) — Mark DeRosa hopes
he's finally broken out the slump that's followed his wrist injury.
DeRosa homered twice at Minute Maid
Park for the second time this season and
the St. Louis Cardinals beat the Astros 7-3
on Monday night, a few hours after Houston fired manager Cecil Cooper.
DeRosa
hurt his left
•
wrist on June
30 and has
STAMM
said
Rec. % GB
need surgery
he'll St.
Team
Louis
88-63 .583 —
after the sea- Chicago
77-72 .517 10
son. He had- Milwaukee 74-76
.493 13 1/2
n't homered Houston
70-80 .467 17 112
since Aug. 7- Cincinnati
69-81 .460 18 1/2
and drove in Pittsburgh
56-92 .378 30 1/2
four runs for
the first time since before the injury.
"A lot's been made of my wrist and I
understand that," he said. "I've also felt terrible at the plate from a fundamental side.
After I hurt myself, I tried to compensate
and cheat and try different things. Finally,
over the last 2-3 days, I've gotten in the
cage and grinded it out.DeRosa said it's just a coincidence that
he had a breakout game in Houston, where
he also hit two homers against the Astros
in July.
"You have certain parks that you hit, deter at," DeRosa said. "I don't really think
much about it."
DeRosa spoiled Dave Clark's major-league
managing debut for the Astros. Clark, Cooper's third-base coach, was named Houston's
interim manager for the last two weeks of
the regular season, but the Astros lost Megeighth straight.
"I expected to win, but it's been a pretty hectic day." Clark said. "This is bittersweet, but I enjoyed what I was doing and
I look forward to the last 12 days.DeRosa also had a two-run double for
the Cardinals, who reduced their magic number for winning the NL Central to three.
Kyle Lohse (6-8) allowed three runs and
five hits in six innings to earn his first win
since Aug. 10. Lohse has been coping with
a nagging forearm injury and skipped his
last turn in the rotation as a result.
He was encouraged after allowing three
runs and five hits in six innings.
"I didn't really have any issues with it,"
Lohse said of the injury. "Mentally. I was
locked in a lot better. I wasn't getting frustrated by not putting the ball where 1 wanted to. All-around, I felt a lot better.Houston starter Wandy Rodriguez t 13-Ill
had given up no more than one run in 11
of his previous 14 starts. but trailed 3-0
attej- the first inning in this one.
Albert Pujols doubled to right center with
two outs and scored on Matt Holliday's single to left. Ryan Ludwick singled and DeRosa
drove in two with a double off the rightfield wall. Ludwick beat the throw home.
hut DeRosa was tagged out trying to stretch
his hit to a triple.
Miguel Tejada homered off Lohse in the
bottom of the first, his 12th.
Jason LaRue and Skip Schumaker led oft
the second with singles and LaRue scored
on Julio Luoo's f1y. hall to right. Brendan
Ryan heat out an infield single and Schumakei scored for a 5-1 lead.
DeRosa homered to left in the third oft
Rodriguez, who came in w oh a 1.58 IRA
at home this season. l'he 10-year-old left'hinder was missing with his breaking ball.
the pitch that's earned hini .111 sca.on

NI.Conn&

•
••
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JOHN RAOUX / AP
Florida quarterback Tim Tebow Is sacked by Tennessee defensive end Chris
Walker during their game in Gainesville, Fla., Saturday.
Florida won 23-13 and will face Kentucky this Saturday at Commonwealth Stadiu
m.

KENTUCKY'S BROOKS FIGURES GATOR OFFENSE EAGER TO PROVE ITSELF
By JEFFREY PricMURRAY

news
campag and
warm;
ho and
e safe:
il mix
Noulded her

Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Randall Cobb remembers — and not fondly — his first career game against
Florida last year.
It started ugly with two blocked
Kentucky punts and barely improved
dunng a 63-5 rout by the eventual
n4ional champions in Gainesville.
t"That is the worst loss I've ever
had in my life,- said Cobb. who
subbed in as quarterback in that
game but will start at receiver in
Saturday's rematch."All through high
school, all through middle school,
Pep Warner -- I've never lost a
game like that. I guess I know how
It feels now. I'm going to embrace

that in this game.they're going to want to come in
Yet if the Wildcats arc deter- here and show everybody their
mined to avenge a blowout loss. offense is still very explosive."
Kentucky coach Rich Brooks is fearIt's one thing to have motivation
ful the Gators might be hungry too to beat a team that boasts the nation's
following a narrower than expected longest winning streak of 13 games.
win.
It's another to believe victory is
On Saturday, the No. 1 team in achievable, and Brooks was surround
the country was largely held in ed by plenty of visual evidenc
e
check by Tennessee's defense. The Monday as he stood at the podium
Gators still won, but it was only inside a Commonwealth Stadium con23-13 — less-lopsided than antici- ference room. Around the room
were
pated.
photos of the last time the Wild"It seems like we always get cats knocked off a No. 1 team —
them when they're mad,- Brooks two years ago in triple-overtime
said Monday during his weekly news against LSU.
conference. "They didn't light up
"People are comparing the two
the scoreboard like they're accusSee WILDCATS, 26
tomed to lighting it up. so I'm sure

Leda lamed dist
dir 41111114MIL
LEXINGTON. Ky. (NW ;•.4
Lecke's his day
Louisville didn't se
The Kentucky ramie( hook
and kick Monier wan smiled Ihe
SEC's special sin& pilloor *et
the week after reaaraialetdo
kki
off 100 yards ft* a
and later addiaS a teutidaws
on the ground
the !Indust'
(2-0) woe the Governor's Cup
for the third :trail* year.
Locke became the first player in Kentucky history to have
two 100-yard kickoff mural.
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Nashville, Louisville to become NCAA Tourney sites
AP, Staff Reports
March Madness is coming back
to Kentucky.
It's also coming to Music City.
The NCAA announced Monday
that Louisville's planned downtown
arena will host first- and secondround games in the 2012 NCAA
men's basketball tournament. Rupp
Arena will do the same in 2013.
The NCAA also informed repre!:entatives from the Ohio Valley.
Conference and Nashville Sport.
Council on Monday that the City
Nashville has been awarded the
2012 first and second rounds.
The event will take place on

W

March 16 and 18 and will he held
at the Sommet Center in downtown
Nashville with the ()V(' serving as
the host.
The games in 2012 will mark
the debut of the tournament ,it
Louisvilles new 22,000-seat arena.
which is scheduled to open next
fail. Louisville last hosted the NCAA
men's tournament in 1991 at Freedom Hall.
Rupp Arena last hosted NCAA
games during the opening weekend
of the 2007 tournament
Freedom Hall will host first- and
second-round games in the NCAA
women's basketball tournament next

March.
The 2012 tournament will mark
the fourth time since 2000 that the
event will he held in Nashville and
at the Sommet Center (2000, 2003
and 2005i. Each of the three previous events were sell out..
Overall. II is the eighth time the
tournament has been in Nashsille
as the first and second rounds have
also been held in the cas in 1982,
1989 and 1991 as were the 1971
Regional Semifinals/Finals
The partnership between the()VC.
Nashville Sports Council and the
Sommet Center will also bring the
2014 N('AA Division 1 Women'.

Final Four to Nashs ii Ic
In all the NCAA Division I Men's
Basketball Committee selected 36
cities over a three-year period (201113)to serve as hosts for the NCAA
Men's Basketball Championship.
Other cities selected for first/second rounds games in 2012 include
Albuquerque, N.M., Pittsburgh, Pa .
Portland. Ore.. Columbus. Oh 10,
Greensboro. N C and Omaha, Neb.
The regional sites for 2012 are
Boston. Mass . Phoenix, Ariz..
Atlanta. Ga. and St. Louis, Mo.
The 2012 Men's Final Four will
he played at the Louisiana Superdome in New Orleans. La.
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KENTUCKY PREP
FOOTBALL POLL
%K
)

liDjriaLD')
Sponsored by
Stuart Alexander, ciTc

LOUISVILLE, Ky (AP)- The top
teams in the Kentucky Associated
Press high school football polls, with
first-place votes, records total points
and previous rankings

FARM BUREAU INSURANCE
i2 Ito, 121 Not ill Bypass • Mu,.ay KY
1 ',
Ic&andel o.kylbith.1 corn

Stua,t

Clam lA
Rank-School
FPV Red TP Pvs
1 Las Christian (16) 4-0 194
1
2 Maytisid
(3) 5-0182
2
3 Criffenderi Co
- 4-0148
3
4 Hazard
3-1 127
5
5 Beachwood
4
(1) 1-3 101
6 Mien Central
4-0 95
6
7 Frankfort
2-2 71
7:
8 Fairview
4-1 66
9.
- 2-3 22
9 Lou Holy Cross
8
(tie) Bishop Brossart - 3-1 22
10

733-4703

HOME• AUTO• LIFE
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League
At A Glance
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
New York
95 56 629
-Boston
89 60.597
5
Tampa Bay
77 73 51317 1/2
Toronto
67 83_44727 1/2
Baltimore
60 90.40034 1/2
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Detroit
79 70 530
Malinesota
77 73 513 21/2
Chicago
73 78 483
7
Kansas City
62 88 41317 1/2
Cleveland
61 88 409
18
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Los Angeles
90 60 600
Texas
82 67 550 71/2
Seattle
78 72.520
12
Oakland
71 79.473
19

Monday's Games
Toronto 9, Baltimore 2
Kansas City 12. Boston 9
Minnesota 7, Chicago White Sox 0
LA Angels 5. N.Y Yankees 2
Texas 10. Oakland 3
Tuesday's Games
Detroit (E Jackson 12-7) at Cleveland
(Laffey 7-6), 6:05 pm
pore (Hendrickson 5-5) at Toronto
liot 7-91, 607 p.m.
Ole (Rowland-Smith 4-3) at Tampa
Bay (Niemann 12-6), 6:08 p.m.
Boston (P.Byrd 1-1) at Kansas City
preinke 14-8), 7;10 p.m.
Minnesota (Manship 0-1) at Chicago
White Sox (Danks 12-9), 7:11 p.m_
N.Y. Yankees (Gaudin 1-0) at L.A.
Angels (E Santana 7-8), 9.05 p.m.
Texas (McCarthy 7-3) at Oakland
(Cahill 9-12). 905 p.m

E

National League
At A Glance
All limes CDT
By The Associated Press
East Division
•
W
L Pct GB
"Priiiedelphia
87 61.588
Atlanta
80 70 533
8
:Flprida
80 70.533
8
.1)40/ York
65 86430231/2
,Aylistunclion
51 98.34236 1/2
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
UM
88 63.583
77 72.517
10
74 76.49313 1/2
70 80.48717 1/2
:0061810^
Cincinnati
69 81.48018 1/2
Pittsburgh
56 92378301/2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Los Angeles
90 60.600
Colorado
85 65.567
5
San Francisco
81 69.540
9
San Diego
69 82.45721 1/2
Arizona
85 86430251/2

Monday's Games
San Diego 11, Pittsburgh 8, 11 innings
Atlanta it. NY. Mets 3
ChiCago Cubs 10, Mlhvaukee 2
St. Louis 7, Houston 3
San Francisco 5, Arizona 4
Tuesday's Games
Philadelphia (Blanton 10-7) at Florida
(J0.4/ohnson 154), 3:10 p.m.. 1st gam*
Cincinnati (Cueto 9-10) at Pittsburgh
(Mike 10-14), 6:05 p.m.
L.A. Dodgers (Kuroda 7-6) at
Washington (U.Hemandez 8-11), 6:05

(Jurors 12-10) at N.Y. Mots
2-6), 6:10 p.m.
(Moyer 12-9) at Florida
Iffaelichez 2-7), 6:40 p.m., 2nd game
Chleauo Cubs(R Wells 10-9) at
Uirwaukee (Bush 5-7), 7:05 p.m
Ea..Coui•(Pinsk° 14-11) at Houston
Illaeardo 0-1), 7:05 p.m.
/Sri:Diego (Mujica 3-4) at Colorado (De
jaCtlosa 15-9), 7:40 p.m.
4.'t Francisco (Cain 13-6) at Arizona
ritDavis 7-13), 8:40 p.m.

National Football League
At A Glance
AM Times CDT
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct
N.Y. Jets
2 0 01.000
New England
1
1 0 .500
Buffalo
1
1 0 500
Miami
0 2 0 .000
South
W
L T Pct
Indianapolis
2 0 0 1.000
Houston
1
1 0 .500
Jacksonville
0 2 0 .000
Tennessee
0 2 0 .000
North
W
L T Pct
Baltimore
2 0 0 1 000
Pittsburgh
1
1 0 .500
Cincinnati
1
1 0 .500
Cleveiand
0 2 0 .000
West
W
L T Pet
Denver
2 0 01000
San Diego
1
1 0 .500
Oakland
1
1 0 .500
Kansas City
0 2 0 _000
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L T PM
N.Y. Giants
2 0 0 1.000
Dallas
1
1 0 .500
Philadelphia
1
1 0 500
Washington
1
1 0 .500
South
W
L T Pot
Atlanta
2 0 01000
New Orleans
2 0 01.000
C111011011
0 2 0 .000
Tampa Bay
0 2 0 .000
North
W
L T Pct
Minnesota
2 0 01.000
Green Bay
1
1 0 _500
Chicago
1
1 0 .500
Detroit
0 2 0 .000
Wert
W
L T Pct
San Francisco
2 0 0 1.000
Seattle
1
1 0 .500
Arizona
1
1 0 .500
St Louis
0 2 0.000

Sunday's Games
Houston 34, Tennessee 31
Minnesota 27, Detroit 13
Atlanta 28, Carolina 20
Washington 9, St. Louis 7
N.Y. Jets 16, New England 9
Oakland 13, Kansas City 10
Cincinnati 31, Green Bay 24
New Onetime 48, PtiNadelphia 22
Arizona 31, Jasksonville 17
Buffalo 33, Tempe Bay 20
San Francisco 23, Seattle 10
Chicago 17, Petsburgh 14
Baltimore 31. San Diego 26
Denver 27, Cleveiand
N.Y. Giants 33, Dallas 31
Monday's Gams
Indianapolis 27, Mimi 23
Sunday,Sept. 27
Washington at Detroit, Noon
Tennessee at N.Y. Jets, Noon
Green Bay at St. Louis, Noon
Cleveland at Baltimore, Noon
San Francisco at MInnesOta. Noon
Jacksonville at Houston, Noon
Atlanta at New England, Noon
N.Y. Giants at Tampa Bay, Noon
Kansas City at Philadelphia Noon
Chicago at Seattle, 3:05 p.m.
New Orleans at &Maio, 3:05 pm.
Miami at San Diego, 3:15 p.m.
Denver at Oakland, 3:15 p.m.
Pittsburgh at cincinristi, 3:15 p.m.
Indianapolis at Arizona, 7:20 p.m.
Monday, aim* 211
Carolina at Dallas. 7:30 p.m.

Others receiving votes: 11, BIKINI 17,
12, Lou Ky Country Day 15. 13,
Bellevue 13 14, Raceland 10. 15.
Pikeville 5 15. Lynn Camp 5. 17,
Campbellsville 4 113. Harlan 2

The MC United U12 girls soccer team placed first
at the ClarlcsvIlle, Tenn.,
Nike Impact invitational Soccer Tournament held Sept.
12-13. The team won
1-0 In the championship game over a southern Illinois
team. Pictured, back
row: head coach Patrick Armstrong, Emma Gallimore,
Chloe Waggoner, Skylar Cox, Taylor English and assistant coach Scott Englis
h. Front row: Brittany Robertson, Lily Ramey, Nikki Fehrenbacher, Jordyn
Rowland, Elizabeth
Armstrong and Meredith Purdom.

. lo The Galloway County volleyball team will hold its annual Volley for
Core tonight as they play Graves County. The team will honor and roc!f:ignize everyone affected by breast cancer with participants signing up
Øt the door. They will be honored between the JV and varsity games
Ivith the freshman game starting at 5 p.m., JV at 6 p.m.
and varsity at 7
P.m. All proceeds will be donated to the Susan G. Komen Foundation.

Lexie
Watson,
sophomore from
Calloway County
High School, was
recently named to
the
All-Tournament volleyball
team for the Caldwell
County
Siamfost Tournament.

Others receiving votes: 11, MagcMin Co. 22 12, Breathitt Co. 16. 13, Union
Co. 7. 13, North Oldham 7. 15,
Paducah Tilghman 5. 15, Harl Co 5.'
17, Pike Co. Central 4 18, RusseNvilto:
3. 18, Edmonson Co 3.20, Spencer
Co. 2.
Class 4A
Rank-School
FPV Red TP
1. Boyle Co.
(16) 4-0196
a Bell Co.
(3) 3-1 164
3. Lone Oak
(1) 5-0161
4. Alien Co.-Scottsville- 4.0 124
5. Lair. Catholic
- 3-2 104
6. West Jessamine - 5-0 89
7. Lawrence Co.
- 4-0 84
8. Marton Co.
- 2-2 53
9. Holmes
-4-0 50
10 Lou. Fairdaie
- 3-1 18
10. McCreary Central- 4-0 18
Mere receiving votes: 12, Lou.
,
Western 15. 12, Franklin-Simpson 15.:
14, Lou. Valley 14. 15. Rockcastie Co'
12. 18, BuNitt East 9. 17, LaRue Co. A
18, Rowan Co. 5 19, Callaway Co. 2.

MIDDLE SCHOOL FOOTBALL ROUNDUP

Calloway 8th-graders beat Fulton City
Staff Repot
The Calloway County eighth
grade football team defeated
Fulton City by a score of 4818 last week.
Behind a strong performance by the offensive line, Zack
Powell rushed for 80 yards on
two carries with two rushing
touchdowns.
Powell also helped in the

aerial attack, catching two passes for 92 yards and a touchdown from quarterback Skyler
Hunter.
Robert Pruitt scored a touchdown on a 52-yard run and
Davon Jernigan also added two
rushing touchdowns. Hannah
Scarborough was 6-for-7 on
PATs.
Pruitt led the Lakers defen-

sively with 10 tackles and a
blocked punt while Justen Pollock and Ross Jackson each
chipped in fumble recoveries.
Powell also intercepted two
Bulldog passes, one of which
he took 65 yards to pay dirt.
The Lakers (5-1) return to
the gridiron tonight when they
play host to Murray. Kickoff
is scheduled for 6 p.m.

From Page 1B
games and the two teams."
offensive guard Christian Johnson said. "I think they're different teams, but at the same
time we're a different team.
No team is unbeatable."
Running back Alfonso Smith
believes Florida can be beaten
too, even though it hasn't
seemed like it lately.
"I don't think any team is
totally invincible, but they have
proven to be unbeatable right
now since the Ole Miss loss,"
Smith said. "I don't really want
to remind them of that."
Former Heisman Trophy win-

ner Tim Tebow gives opposing
defenses fits with likely the
best running and passing hybrid
of any quarterback in the nation.
Although the Volunteers largely contained Tebow and Florida's speedy receivers last week,
Brooks said there isn't enough
time to revamp Kentucky's
defensive formation to try to
duplicate the effort.
"Much of what they did Florida was not prepared for," Brooks
said. "I think they'll be more
prepared in the future."
Brooks once wondered aloud
whether Tebow could pass as
well as he can run. He says

he no longer has those questions.
"I found out that he could,"
Brooks said. "Hey, the guy can
throw. The big problem is with
all the things they do, he has
a lot of time to find his open
receiver."
And on the other side of
the ball, Florida's defense returns
plenty of talent from a year
ago - when it was one of the
country's most dominant units.
"The second string could
probably play anywhere else in
the nation right now," Cobb
said."That just shows how much
depth Florida has."

Luisa Boschan won the individual title with a time of
20:08.
Murray ran in the Fulton
County Advantage Quad Series
on Monday, but results were

not available at press time.
Calloway will take part in
the Marshall County All-Comers on Thursday while Murray
will travel to Trigg County on
Thursday.

•Runners
From Page 1B
Erica Berhow placed 5Ist at
26:19 and Hannah Simmons
was 52nd at 26:27.
Notre Dame took first place
while Chaffee (Mo.) runner

Woretz,
*77 '"'
PO
,doe
vik •
PPP'

Others receiving vote*: 11, Coy. Holy
Cross 17 12, Lou Christian Academy 13 13, Danville 9 13, Reidiand 9. 15,:
Owensboro Catholic 7. 16, Caldwell
Co. 3. 17, Newport 2
Clem 3A
Rank-School
FPV Red TP Pvs
1 Mason Co
(11) 4-0190
1
2. Somerset
(5) 5-0 177
2
3, Sheldon Clark
- 3-1 148
4.
4. Belfry
- 3-2122
6:
5. Lou. Central
(4) 1-4 113
3
8. Russet
-3-284
7
7. West Carter
- 3-1 62
8. Western Hills
- 3-1 54
9 Henry Co
- 4-1 52
5;
10 Elizabethtown
- 2-2 24

•Wildcats

Oportsariefs

Class 2A
Rank-School
FPV Red TP Pva
1 Foil Campbell (18) 5-0 197
'I
2 Corbin
4-0165
3 Prestonsburg
(2) 5-0 182
4 Murray
5-0130
4
5 Monroe Co
5-0 104
6 Green Co
4-1 91
7
7 Lou DeSales
3-2 85
5,
8 Carroll Co
5-0 53
9 Newport Cent Cath - 1-4 30
9
10 Shelby Valley
- 3-1 22
10

Class SA
Rana-School
FPV Red TP Pve
1. Highlands
(19) 5-0199
2. Bowling Green (1) 5-0179
3. John Hardin
- 4-0 143
4
4. Owensboro
- 3-1 129
5. Ashlend Blazer
- 5-0123
5
it Anderson Co.
- 4-0 94
7. Christian Co.
- 3-2 70
7;
8. Grayson Co.
- 5-0 42
9
9. Perry Co. Central - 4-0 38
16
10. Letchor County Central- 3-1
34
8
Others receiving votes: 11, Bullitt
Central 14. 12, Dais Heights 10 13,
Haden Co. 6. 14, Coy. Catholic 5. 15,
Whitley Co. 4. 16, Oklham Co 316,
~en Central 3. 18, Southwestern 2.
Class 6A
Rank-School
FPV Red TP Pire
1 Lou. St. Xavier (18) 3-1198
2
2. Lex. Henry Clay (1) 4-0168
3
3. Lou. Trinity
- 1-3 121
4
4. Lair. Bryan Station - 4-0'116
6
5. Lou. Male
(1) 4-1 113
1
6. Lou. Fern Creek
- 4-0 102
7
7 Simon Kenton
- 3-1 67
5
8 Conner
-5-055
9
8 Scott Co
-3-155
10
10 Central Hardin
- 4-0 50
8
Others receiving votes: .1, Ryie 21
12, Lou Butler 18 13, Lou. DuPont
Manual 6. 13, Shelby Co 6 15, Boone
Co 3

All Associated Press members in
Kentucky are eligible to participate in
the high school football poll Those who
voted for this week's poll are The Daily
Independent, Ashland; Daily News,
Bowling Green; The AdvocateMessenger, Danville: The NewsEnterprise. Elizabethtown; The State
Journal. Frankfort: Daily Enterprise.
Harlan, The Gleaner, Henderson,
Kentucky New Era, Hopkinsville,
Lexington Herald -Leader, The CourierJournal. Louisville, The Mayfield
Messenger, The Middlesboro Daily .
News The Murray Ledger & Times.
Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer: The
Paducah Sun. Appalachian News
Express. Pikeville, Kentucky Enquire*
Fort Mitchell. WKY X , WLKY, WTVO_
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NON Home For MY
SINS* Home For INN
SINN Home Lob For INN
lhallnese Nonleis
Aporlesels For Reed
Rooms For Pent
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Public Solo
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77
48
22
13
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62
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Board Members: Name

Chairman
Vice Chairman
'Secretary
-Treasurer
'Members:

Mark Paschall
Jim Rudolph
Connie Tait
ibny Page
Judy Overbuy
Robert Geurin
Linda Workman

8

54
52
24

1

Guide)

SIP.,

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
• .35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

Flidrf
Sixey

oi 'aii,.

d

Iroi tires

County Judge
Executive

Larry Elkins

268 Short Road - Alnio, KY 42090
312 Main Strait - Murray, KY 42071
154 McDougal Drive - Murray, KY 42071
4970 Pottstown Road - Murray, KY 42071
439 Workman Road - Murray, ICY 42071

God looked around his garden and He found an
empty place.
He then looked

5,
t Co

5•'

lpencer

IP Pits
96
64
2
61
24
4
04
5.
89
84

7:

53
50
18
18

13

Ending Balance, 6-30-09

was getting rough and the hills
are hard to climb, so He dosed your weary eyelids,
and whispered "Peace by thine."
It broke our hearts to lose you, but you didn't go
alone; for part of us went with you, the day God
called you home.

$88,276.00
$18,711.72
969,484.49
$63,076.98
$0
$7,600.00
$237,149.19

You left us with words of wisdom by which you lived
always harbor: "If you help
someone never ask them to pay you back, ask them to
pay you forward by taking what you did for them
and making it have meaning." "Always look forward
don't look back." "Don't do anything to hurt yourself
or don't hurt others." "Walk with God." Your advice
on raising kids, "If they make mistakes or have probYou tom- deeply laved and truly missed.
Gran Cherry your wife of61 years,
Children, Gnindchridren end Greet Grandchild

• 1

3ullitt
10. 13, ;
c5, 15, •
3 16, ;
einem 2.'
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2
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MONT TWAY

(270)346-4413
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Tiffany, Madison,
Bailay Riley

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any
error. Murray Ledger
& Times will be
responsible for only
one incorrect Insertion. Any error

FOUND:
Large
black/white cat In
Woodgate area. 2933592.
LOST: BLACK tab,
answers to Max. Lost
In Highland/ Hwy 1348
area. 227-0404.
Female, Jack
Russell, teal rhinestone collar. Last seen
S. 4th St. are*.
Answers to Sadie.
Please call David at

vs

qUireb

•.

''THE Murray Ledger &
PTIOS considers its
Sources reliable, but
,
:" inaccuracies do occur.
,• Readers using
this
;information do so at
'their
own
risk
fythough persons and
ompanies mentioned
%herein are believed to
%pe reputable, The
Ledger
Siturray
&
-Times, nor any of its
..11nployees accept any
4F4sponslbility whatsoever for their activities

270-753-1927

12 Tax Preparers
needed for local tax
offices. Tax dosses
available. Call Susie
at Jackson Hewitt
966-664-1040 for info
or to inquire about
positions for experienced tax professionals.

FIRST Presbyte ian
Church in Paris, TN is
looking for a pail-time
accompanist. Organ &
piano skills required.
Competitive
salary.
Please send resume
to. P.O. Box 107, Paris,
TN 36242 or e-mail to.
fpcpana0charterinternet.com

The qualifying candidates will be team
players with 3 to 5 yrs
of experience, preferably with a college
degree in a business
related field.
The successful candidate will possess the
skills to excel in the following areas: selfmotivation, communication,
department
development, setting
of quality standards,
training employees for
quality
awareness,
compiling data and
presiding over QC
meetings.
S portabl•
Scoreboards offers a
competitive
benefit
and wage package
and the opportunity for
advancement
Email
your
resume
to:
H YPERLINK
"mailto:recruiting0sco
reboardl.corn" mod11:0018:0011241r11.1.=
or mall to: Human
Resources, 106 Max
Hurt Drive, Murray, KY
42071

MEDICAL Hoveround
chair model MPV4,like
new, with like new batteries, Easy to handle
& transport. $450.
(270) 853-3741.

AFFORDABLE childcare. 270-293-9794.

year potential

Cash bonuses
Incredible Incentives
Great retirement plans
5 days work week

lig

°
LW For Sint

keeres For Rol

has
Call Ferret Tidwell

Pre:party AAanagarnant. LW

HOLIDAY'S
ARE
NEAR? DO YOU
NEED YOUR HOUSE
CLEANED? 270-2935806

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3666

ANTIQUES. Call Lam/
753-3633
BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value. 2936999

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used carpeting,
air cond., elec. baseboard & gas heaters,
elec. range, refrigerator, storm windows,
etc.753-4109
111111---Articles
For &de
AB Lounge chair, like
new, been used 4
times. $325 value. Will
take $100 489-2154
(
ft

Il!

rtc",

(270) 753 1713

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-8266
L
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

101

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Niur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD F1-800-648-6056

www.murraykyspartments.com
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

\i \
I
s

I-

1'1 \
\ 1.1

I (ft!

MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
fit 121 S. & GINA&
IMO 925 19115 Still

(270)436-2524
(270)29349•6
PREMIER

R

2&4 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required. 753-4109
2. 3BR
available.
Various
locations.
Coleman RE. 7539898
2BR House, 1-1/2
blocks from university.
$425. 753-5992

ANNISTORAGE
•Inside climate control .
storage
-Security alarmed
"Safe & clean
-We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

Hooks

Mini
Storage

270- 753.92 74

WHIRLPOOL Washer
& Dryer, good condition, $250/set.
(270)382-2901 or 9781055

GREEN & maroon
striped sofa & chair,
$300. 436-2346 call
after 4:30.
SEPTEMBER SALE!
Twin mattress sets
starting $189.95, Full
$249.95. New furniture arriving daily!
Carraway Furniture
105 N. 3rd St.
753-1502
TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessones and
antiques.
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

1111111 Bakal
WURLITZER
baby
grand piano, like new.
$4,600 delivered. 4374432.

Homes For Sale

1992 16x80 38R
2BA. fair condition.
must be moved
$6,500 (270)2273203 leave msg if no
answer

1•1114'

Loading Dock of Murray Ledger

EM Rif Not

oss For Met

7 9075
7 227-213

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPIIANttS
WARD Et

M

Serious inquiries only; please call
1-866-534-6174 Tuesday-Wednesday, 8ani-4pm to
request an interview. Sony. no phone interviews.
Ask for Many Wilboite.

Beet the county

FREE PALLETS
Times
First Corn*• First Servo

Those selected will have excellent
advancement opportunities with our
growing company.

Iwo%
04f,

DI'T
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL

LOST:

should be
reported Immodkalsiy so corrections can
bo mode.

E County Attorney's
office will be relocating
at 304 N. 5th St. Will
„be closed Friday! Vonday. Will reopen
lor business Tuesday.

Our number Is

111111lowiiied

S PORTASLE
Scoreboards, a leading manufacturer of
electronic
sports
scoreboards and display signage is recruiting for a Quality
Assurance
Coordinator in the
establishment of a
Quality
Control
System.

expansion into this area, we have
full-time positions available.
Applicants must be sharp and
have a sincere desire to work.

Due to

Need to fax

Jeannie K. Garrison
Notary Public, State of Kentucky at large

LEARN TO PREPARE
INCOME TAX
RETURNS: Positions
available: Persons
needed to
prepare income tax
returns. Seasonal
employment. We will
train. Call 270-7539204
or if no answer call 1270-437-4531.

A Career Opportunity

We offer $40k-$60k :st

Subscribed and sworn to before me by the fonugetag Affiant They Page, Treasurer,
.thie 16th day of September 2009. My commie
expires: Sept WI, 2009

Ns

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS

lems just love them through it."

$169,999.26

Tbny Page,'Measurer
Calloway County District Cooperative Extension Education Fund

Mks

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

and for which we will

I, the undersigned, Treasurer of Calloway County District Cooperative
Exteruion Education Fund, haney certify that the above is a true and correct
record of the accounta of the Cafloway County District Cooperative Extension
Education Fund, Murray, Kentucky, as of June 90, 2009.

Lou
;
peon 15 •
sane Co'
ue Co A
iy Co 2

Pve

$0
10
$2,437.00
$10,322.68
$227,922.43

$86,515.03

Capital Improvement Reserve

Must have own automobile good driving
record and vehicle insurc.ince Six itTy per
week delivery, Interested persons t;ncula
come by and pirJ, Lip an oppii(7ntin,n :I t
" The Muttoy ii_ed(wr &
1001 Yinitnell Ave

again.
He saw that the road

$315,162.85

NEWLY REMODELED
3 /4BR, 1BA,
$675/mo. 978-0742

your

lifted you to rest
God's garden must be beautiful, He always takes the
best_
He knew that you were suffering.
He knew you were in pain.
He knew that you would never get well on earth

$96,741.79

_Expenditures:
. Salaries
Agents Travel
Office Operations/Maintenance
Building Payments
Transfer to Reserve
Capital Improvements
Total Expenditures

down upon this earth, and saw

tired face.
He put his arms around you and

Courthouse - Murray, KY 42071

Befouling Caeh on Hand, 7-1-08
Receipts
Extension District Taxes
State Money
Transfer from Reserve
UK Reimbureement
Miscellaneous
Total Receipts

Taking Applications for
County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times

February 26, 1921 September 22, 2008

Address
1434 Billy Paschall Road-Murray, KY 42071
94 Alex Fork Road - Murray, KY 42071

14045

Magoffin •
13, Union

NEED EXTRA CASH?
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay

William
"Bill"
Cherry

SUMMARY FINANCIAL ETATEMENT FOR TIOCAL MUDD 7-1-1111T01

Lr387t3tt'JS;

0.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping

IMMEDIATE OPENING

LEGAL NOTICE
accordance with Chapter 66 and 424 ofthe Kentucky Revised Statutes the following information and supporting data may be inspected by the general
public at
Calloway County Extension Office,310 South Fourth Street, Murray,Kentucky,
as
September 29, 2009 between the hours of 100 p.m. and 2:00 p.m.

4
6
3
7

NO_

40% Discount 3rd

11 I

In

2

0

landa
Smit Saw
Tumefy
Vida*
limey

Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period r

$8.50 Column

,
Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 800 a.m.-5:00 p.m.• Fax:
7534921

Calloway County Extension District Beard

5
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V.,

Giatits Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for jiB Stephens or Ashley Morris
4

TP Pvs
90
1
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Reei
Laks Properly
Lots For UN
Ices For Neel
Finns For Ssie
Acreage
Norms For Sets
klelorcycles 4, ATV's
Auer Pols
Spoil LAM" Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
nests•Yokes
Senecas OfIscod
Fres Column
Tobacco•Supplies

.1044,

411

Home For RIM I

LARGE 3BR
753-6012

$295

•IWO* la EMT/

Top

53-8956

14110-50-11133 BM.103
ORB MOM MB DENT wrm 1 YEA,LEASE
One and Am Bedroom Aparonents
Centred Hem A Air
ACCAPTING APPLICATIONS •
-

GET INTO
To Rent
3BR home west of
Murray, retired couple
352-233-9095

1 BR apt, various loa
cations_ Coleman RE.
Move in free days
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1,2&3 Bedroom. 7530606
1BR. $350/mo. pets
allowed with
$1001 deposit, all
appliances •W&D,
1619B Chris Dr. 7534219

1 BA, open
kitchen/living
room,
clean. $450 mo plus
security with 1yr lease
270-227-4037
2BR Duplex. C/H/A.
all appliances. newly
remodeled. 1003-8
Northwood (270)753
0259
2 BR,

For fleet
DOWNSTAIRS
apt
1Br,1Ba, w/d, refriger
ator, stove. Lease
required.
208
S.
Cherry St. 753-5341,
293-2418.
DUPLEX for rent, all
appliances.
7679946.
EFFICIENCY apartments for rent. Some
utilities paid. $220/mo.
No pets. 767-9037
HAZEL New one bedroom. Appliances,
water, sewer, trash.
electric included.
$550/mo (270)4928211
LARGE 38R apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus. C/H/A, W&D,
$600 water. sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets 759-4696 2934600
NEAR university. Like
new large 2BR C/H/A.
I ow utilities Quiet.
What you've been
looking for $440 •
deposit (270)978
091 3

141iik

TIRE GAME
Subscribe for all sour hometown *ball denim' .1
MURRAY
LEDGER &TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mail
3 ma
6 too. -455.1111 3...-.435M
yr. --.4105.110 6 ma
1 yr.--SINAI
Rest of KY/TN

Al Other Moil
Saloseriptioss
3 ma
$911.00 6 ma
4120.00 1 yr.----Stall,'

i'.er& Sectromen

6
I yr
Check

Money Order

I
Visa

&VC

Name
St. Address
City
State

Zip

Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Timers
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
1/r- Call 12701753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS

4B • Tuesday, September 22, 2009

Murray Ledger & 1im6

"MIL For Saki

ABSOLUTE
REAL ESTATE AUCTION

will be
glad to

Mut r ciy

270-7531916
Restaurant/Store sitting on a corner lot with screened in
barbeque area. Large coolers upright and chest type, cabinets, tables and chairs, tea canisters, Bunn coffeemaker,
Sharp cash register, meat slicer, shelving, display stands,
deep fryer, grill, file cabinets, flatware, desk, cook stove,
2 large smokers and more. Make your inspections prior to
auction. A 10% buyer premium will be added to the final
bid and will be a part of the contract price. Terms: 15%
,down of selling price day of auction balance in 30 days.
Not responsible for accidents.
For more information and
your entire auction needs contact:
I

\

\

.114"
IC.11

USED TIRES

1•012R

LAKE LOT
BLOW-OUT SALE!
Sat, Sept 26th
2+ ACRE LAKE
LOT
W/FREE BOAT
SUPS!
Abuts Nature
Preserve
Just $24,900
was
$59,900
Located on 160,000
acre Kentucky Lake.
EnloY
swimming pool, walking trails, private park.

Call 753-5606

. From Murray take 641 South to Midway Road
andfollow to auction site.

New 2,100eq.ft. brick
2/38R, 28A, 2-car
garage, hilltop acre,
gas & water. 1/2 murray. $142,000. 270519-8570
NEW Construction
3BR. 28A, 2 car
garage
1,400 sq.ft., $117,000.
Washington St. 2938706

2.bedroom, 1.5 bath brick home with den, kitchen, breaktaSt area, living room, utility room, carport, detached
shop with concrete floor sitting on 1.38 acres. Make your
inspections prior to auction. Any house built prior to 1978
Could contain lead based paint and lead based paint haznyttg. A 10 day post inspection waiver will be a part of the
contract. A 10% buyer premium will be added to the final
bid and will be a part of the contract price. Terms: 15%
down day of auction balance in 30 days. Not responsible
for accidents.
For more information and
your entire auction needs contact:
I 44
44'_o

Ik I

A Supplies
AKC Dachshund puppies. black and tan,
short hair, female, first
shots & wormed.
$165. 731-247-3727.
AKC Huskies, $400.
270-226-9507
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858

Call: 293-4755
Nights: 7534897

I If /itl
1;4
ilk

I

•
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•••
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III I

• • II
•

• •S

•
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SUBSCRIBE
(2) good riding Quarter
horses.
293-2161,
759-1642.
HAY- Hybrid Bermuda
grass. Round bale
$35ea., square bale
$4 25ea. 293-3805.

UMW Miklos
2005 Ford Escape,
XLT, 4WD. new tires,
moon-roof, multi-CD
changer, 76K.
$9,950.00.(270)9781973 leave message.

VOIR

Si

1

S 00
1410

227-0587
753-2353
ALL Carpentry
.Remodeling
•Additions
D• ecks
•Porches
-Pole Barns
.Laminate Floors
*Tile
*Mobile Home-Repair
•Roof-Overs
*Underpinning
Larry Nimmo

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 noun seams
Res., Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

Ihisads ankoan

Moor MetAro
MOM so our wallas Ow law*

2001 Mazda MPV LX,
perfect condition inside
& out. Dual climate
controls. Like new,
must see. Asking
$5,500 obo. 519-6230
leave message if no
answer.

1988
Bomber
Crappiemate 16' with
trailer. 90hp Johnson
with trim & tilt, foot
control trolling motor,
2-depth finders, excellent condition. 270227-7351, 270-4362486.

$15 & up. Will mow
lawns. Adult owned &
operated. 270-9785655.
BRICK & Block layer
available. 270-2520667.

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. 9780404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Calhoon Construction, LLC
BRUSH & HAMMER
**SPECIAL**
$50 off painting of
2 rooms
• Painting • Fix-it's
• Repairs• Decks
pressure washed
& stained

Additions, Windows, Siding,
Painting, Flooring, Roofing,
Decks, Concrete
& Repairs

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007 .1

(270)436-2228
CUIOGN BULLDOZING
nand-clearing
•Underbrushing Ponds
nakes'Waterways
Free Estimates

Greg Renfros
293-0371

ilignbas Oland
HOUR HUSBAND
HANDYMAN
•Repairs •Decks
•Buthtubs
No jobs too small
(270)519-6155

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Wednesday,Sept. 23, 2009:
This year, opportunities might
head in through others and life's
unpredictability. Pressure builds
within your home or personal
life. Let go of a need to control
others, and you'll clear out many
problems. Extremes mark feelings, politics and life in general.
You might want to do a juggling
act, trying to hold on to the status quo. Do let go and trust in
your abilities. If you are single,
don't count on a bond being
long-term until you have been
together for a year. Your sweetie
will trigger your issues, more
than you thought possible. If
you are attached, accept and
honor your differences. SAGITTARIUS opens up communication.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive, 3-Average, 2-So-so;
I -Difficult

Simmon's Handyman'
& Carpentry Service.
Over 20 years. Tree
service also. Call Don,
Murray area. 5198570.

Call um lot all your consirudlon
mode NI C an allonlibia me.

Roofing •Sheetrock
.Plaster •flemodels
& more.
(270)673-9341
70)$73-2
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

•••

\ I I I \I

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete
tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured. Emergency
293-8377
436-5141
AAFFORDABLE
Hauling. Clean out
garages, gutters, junk
& tree work.

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers Its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do °cow.
Readers using this
information do so at
their
own
riskiAlthough persons all
companies mentioneg
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Murray Ledger
Times, nor any of ha
employees accept any
responsibility whatsbever for their activities

Free
Pallets

waily & special
•locally owned/opera*

759-1151•

Loading Dock of'
\'.I'11 \I I
Ili II I411),.
Lit
-•;,1
7.!!;;
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone 4362562, 227-0267

.414)1 St HI

Murray Ledger & •

t‘:

753•HOH

JOSEPH RONE
MASONRY
Concrete, brick block &
stone.
564-6158
210-5324

Times

JONES

First Corns

ROOFING

First Servs

Uosnsed & Insured
Fr•• estimates

(270)293-0354
(270)753-0355

Moscow

LOCALLY grown premium hay. Available at
all times. Alfalfa,
mixes, grass, grass
mixes. Square and ARIES(March 21-April 19)
round bales. Some **** Keep reaching far
wrapped. High protein, beyond and above. Pressure
TON. Students & truck- builds in an unprecedented maners welcome. 270-753- ner. Not everyone understands
how exceptional an idea is.
8848 before 9:00pm
Some people appear to be challenged by a way-out concept.
Tonight: As the crow flies.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Break from your pattern and open up to new ideas
that encourage heading in a new
direction. If you want, try a new
approach. You'll see a personal
matter in a new light as you start
understanding new types of
thinking out of the blue. Tonight:
Find a brainstorming partner
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Defer to others, and
understand your limits. If you
want to try another approach or
do something quite different,

CLASSIFIED
GET,

HI RI

753-9562

.
September 26, 1:00p.m.
520 Midway Road, Murray, Kentucky

For Sale
Wheat Straw bales
10 or more
$2.00 a bale.
Square & round
bales, horse quality.

RI

( Al I. 7`)

ABSOLUTE
REAL ESTATE AUCTION

KELLY FARMS

I (Itt

MONIII

Excellent financing.
Cal now 1-800-7043154, x 3214.
Icylakesaie.com

4,400 SqFt
Professional Office
Building in Downtown
Murray. For more
information please
contact Matt Jennings
at SBG Real Property
Professionals at 270753-9999 x111.
5+ commercial acres
next to Walmart on
641. 7533949.

.14

713-181b 227-0611
0.00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
Ors
AFFORDABLE
Carpent
ry
07 1800 Goldwing,
blue, extra chrome, *Remodeling
8,000+ miles. $16,500. *Screened Porches
*Garages
293-6191.
*Water & Termite
Damage
*Decks
Ada Pula
*Home/ Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517

more.
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help

From Murray take 641 north to Radio Road
andfollow to auction.

i

(270)9782111
NADEAU ROOFING
& CONSTRUCTION

Call us we

September 26, 10:00 a.m.
1170 Radio Road,Ahno, Kentucky
Restaurant Store And Equipment

11111Persicse Mind

now is the perfect time! A discussion with a more conservative
associate could surprise you, as
this person tosses out an unusually innovative idea. Tonight:
Wednesday night off.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Carefully put yourself out
there. You understand far more
than you realize. Fatigue is a
strong factor when someone
changes his or her plans. You
might feel that it could be something else. Don't question too
much. Tonight: Do only what you
love most.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Your insatiable curiosity teamed up with ingenuity will
take you to a new level of understanding. Investigate and be
open to unusual happenings.
You will see a new path when
you clear the haze of old thinking. Tonight: Ever so playful.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sopt. 22)
**** Fun and games have
you veering in an unusual direction. Your ability to honor
changes could force you to take
a new direction with a child or
loved one. Investigate options
with an eye to more dynamic
change. Tonight: At home.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Keep communication
flowing despite a need to change
directions Instigate a conversation with an eye to positive
change. Touch base with a child
or loved one toward the end of
the day or during a lunch break.
You could be surprised by everything this person shares.
Tonight: Midweek break with
friends.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your more possessive
side emerges when dealing with
finances and communication.
Listen to what is being shared.
People are rapidly changing their
opinions and processing things.
Be easy in a disagreement,
because it could easily blow
over Tonight: Talking up a storm.

Plisses
No Phone Calls

W lacensiles Ilea!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-0ac.
21)
***** Indulge someone who
has a better sense of direction
than you, or so he or she thinks.
You are personality plus and
would like to network, and sitting
down might be close to impossible. Unexpected personal events
could make you prone to misunderstandings. Tonight: As you
like.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Listen to your inner voice.
Your senses encourage a risk.
Make sure you can handle the
damages if your luck doesn't
hold. A phone call or conversation could drop surprising news
on you. Listen to what someone
says with care. Tonight: Pay bills
first
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Fab. 18)
***** Where your friends are
is where you want to be. Watch a
tendency to turn a business

Chauncey, Domestic Short Hair
gray and white, seven months old,
neutered, male

acquaintance into a friend too
quickly. You could be eliminating
the power of your connection in
a potential professional tie.
Tonight: Find your friends.
'
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Make sure somethiFig
happens before it is too late to
transform a situation. Pressuea
builds within a friendshig.
Meetings carry an element of
control and power plays. Your
nerves could be frayed. Tonight.
A force to be dealt with.
BORN TODAY
Musician John Coltrane (1926),
musician, singer Ray Charlfis
(1930), wrestler Matt Hardy
(1974)
Jacqueline Bigar Is on thy
Internet at anvw.lecquellnebtgar.corti.
(c) 2009 by King Featuris
Syndicate Inc.
•

Fluffy, Domestic long hair gray
and white, nine months old,
neutered, male

SHELTER HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 Pm • SAT. 10 Am-3 Pm
i mow intommtinn «)111.141

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter 4:
at (270) 759-4141

.
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Leaking Back
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Plc.
Susan Lennon watching as Pfc.
Sabrina Gilson signs for a cot
prior to disbursement by Pfc.
Hen May as the 438th Military
Police Company leaves Sept. 27
for assignment in the wake of
Hurricane Floyd. The photo was
by Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane.
Also pictured is Jacob Dobbs
scooting a rubber duck into water
during the Ice Cream Festival at
the Murray-Calloway County
Park. The photograph was by
Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Births reported include a boy
to Steve and Regina Justice, Sept
.7.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Steve
Sexton, president of Murray Lions
Club, presenting a donation of
$1,000 to the Murray Woman's
Club to help with renovation
project at the club house to Margaret Yuill, chairman of the Advisory Council, and Barbara Brandon, president. The photograph
was by Staff Photographer David
Tuck.
Rev. Sammy Cunningham, pastor of New Mt. Carmel Baptist
Church, will speak at the homecoming on Sept. 24. A gospel
singing will be by the Glory
Bound Quartet from Paris, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Nesbitt
will be married for 50 years Sept.
23.
.30 years ago
Calloway County High School
Chapter of Futre Farmers of America won first place in the State
FFA Air-cured Tobacco Grading
Contest. Pictured are Tim Feltner, Tripp Furches and Jimmy
Johnson, members, with Tom Hart's, Kentucky Commissioner of
Agriculture.
Will Ed Clark has been
appointed as assistant general
manager of Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Association with
offices in Murray.
Published is a picture of Mar-

garet Tharp, co-pastor of Apostolic Church with her puppets
she uses to teach Sunday School.
40 years ago
The Murray Christian Church
is a newly formed non-denominattional, indenpendent Christian
Church with a program of worship and fellowship for all, according to James Sirls, minister.
Dr. Joseph Rexroat announces
the opening of his offices for,
the practice of general dentistry
at 1304 Johnson Boulevard, Murray.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. William Thomas
Loyd, Sept. 16; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Neal Sellars and a girl
to Mr. and Mfrs. Don Dugger,
Sept. 17.
50 years ago
Calloway County Judge WayIon Rayburn and Calloway County Tax Assessor Robert Young
are co-chairman of the Democratic Campaign in Calloway County. A Democratic Rally will be
held Sept. 26.
Army Sgt. Joe H. Thorne, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Thorne,
is now a member of the 7th
Infantry Division of the United
States Army in Korea.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds lost 7-0 in a football
game with East Tennessee State
College.
60 years ago
The Murray Board of Education has added a full-time teacher
for first and ssecond grades at
Murray High School. according
to Supt. W.Z. Carter.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs.Doris Hutchens,
a boy to Mr and Mrs. Larry
Bramley and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Earl T. Jackson, Sept. 16;
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Sims Garner, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
Kuykendall, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Farley and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. William Howard,
Sept. 17; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Jones and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Allen McCoy. Sept. 19.

13 A E3 V E3 L. Li El
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Emancipation Proclamation, declaring all slaves in rebel states should
be free as of Jan. I. 1863.
In 1927, Gene Turmey successfully defended his heavyweight
boxing title against Jack Dempsey
in the famou§ "long-count" fight
in Chicago.
In 1938. the musical comedy
revue "Hellzapoppin'," starring Ole
Olsen and Chic Johnson, began a
three-yeat run on Broadway.
In 1959, Soviet leader Nikita
Khrushchev arrived in Iowa for a
two-day stopover, during which
he visited a corn farm, held talks
with former Illinois Gov. Adlai
Stevenson, and ate his first hot
dog.
In 1964, the musical "Fiddler
on the Roof' opened on Broadway, beginning a run of 3,242
performances.
In 1975, Sara Jane Moore
attempted to shoot President Ger-

DEAR ABBY: "Ingmar" and
I have been married -- on and
off-- for 12 years. We have married each other twice. Ingmar
loves 'big" women.
The last time we separated
was three years ago, after I lost
105 pounds. I lost the weight
because my
doctor said 1
had to for
health reasons. When I
first met Ingmar, I let him
know
my
large
size
was not normal for me
and was a
result
of
By Abigail
some medVan Buren
ications
I
was on.
After my weight started dropping. Ingmar told me I "grossed
him out" and 1 was starting to
resemble a "little girl." We have
had no physical contact in four
years, and we sleep in separate
rooms. He often goes off by
himself for two or three days
at a time. I know he isn't
involved with another woman
because he can't do anything
anymore and he's not willing to
fix it.
I feel like a roommate instead
of a wife. We don't cat together, watch TV together or kiss
anymore. Although I care for
my husband, I'm not in love
with him anymore. But I'm scared
of going out in the "dating
world" again. I'm 46 and no
longer a "spring chicken," but
I crave affection. What do I do?
-- AT A CROSSROADS IN
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
DEAR AT A CROSSROADS: The dating world is
no lonelier than the one you're

Dear Abby

ald R. Ford outside a San Francisco hotel, but missed. (Moore
served 32 years in prison before
being paroled on Dec. 31, 2007.)
In 1980, the Persian Gulf conflict between Iran and Iraq erupted into full-scale war that lasted
nearly eight years.
In 1989, songwriter Irving
Berlin died in New York City at
age 101.
Ten years ago: The Justice
Department sued the tobacco industry, accusing companies of conspiring since the 1950s to defraud
and mislead the public. (In 2006,
U.S. District Judge Gladys Kessler
ruled the nation's top cigarette makers did conspire to mislead the
public about the health hazards
and addictive nature of smoking,
but rejected making tobacco companies pay billions of dollars; the
case continues to be litigated.)
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Weight issue is at root
of couple's unhappiness

Telly M MMon
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Sept. 22,
the 265th day of 2009. There are
100 days left in the year. Autumn
arrives at 5:18 p.m. Eastern time.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 22, 1776. during the
-Revolutionary War. Capt. Nathan
:Hale, 21, was hanged as a spy
:by the British in New York.
. On this date:
. In 1656, in colonial Maryland,
an all-fetnale jury heard the case
of Judith Catchpole, an indentured
servant who was accused of killing
her newborn baby during a voyage from England.(The jury, which
believed Catchpole's assertion that
she hadn't even been pregnant,
acquitted her.)
In 1761, Britain's King George
III and his wife. Charlotte, were
crowned in Westminster Abbey.
In 1862, President Abraham
Lincoln issued the preliminary
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living in now -- but at least in
the dating world there is hope
that you'll connect with someone.
Your husband is punishing you
for something that isn't your fault.
The fact that he "can't do anything anymore" with you doesn't guarantee that he can't do
something with someone else.
Offer Ingmar the option of marriage counseling to see if he's
capable of an attitude adjustment. But if he's not, recognize
that even though you may no
longer be a pullet, your best
chance at happiness might be
to fly the coop.
•••

DEAR ABBY: Our daughter, "Daisy,* had some really
bad relationships in the past and
held on to them far too long.
At 33, she finally met a man,
"Melvin," who was good to her
and fun to be with. We were
relieved that she had finally
made a right choice.
Melvin was divorced with a
son. He told Daisy he was a
police officer who retired early
because of the stress, and regaled
her with stories about the many
outrageous incidents he's been
involved in. They married and
now have a new baby. Daisy is
happy, loves being a wife and
mother, and we were pleased
that she has what she always
wanted.
My husband and I became suspicious about some of Melvin's
stories ab‘ut the wild and crazy
situations that had happened to
him on a daily basis. In them,
he was always defending helpless people against brutal attackers, saving people in imminent
danger, and he was always the
hero. My husband decided to
check out Melvin's claim of having been a cop. We were shocked
and sickened to learn that he
never was. All of his stories are
lies.
I want to tell Daisy, but I'm
not sure how or when. They
live in another state, far from
us. I don't want to expose him
while she is not near us. It will
crush her. But our daughter is
married to a stranger! Everything Melvin told her about himself is a lie. How should we
handle this? -- HEARTBROKEN
MOM
DEAR MOM: First of all,
your husband should finish what
he started. If Melvin wasn't a
police officer, what was he? Is
he really divorced? How many
times? Is his name really Melvin?
Has he done time?
Once you have accurate information, you and your husband
should pay your daughter a visit
-- proof in hand. How she chooses to handle things from then
on will be her decision. But
from where I sit, she could qualify for an annulment because
whoever her husband is, he married her under false pretenses.
•••

No cure
for HPV
DEAR DR. GOTT: I contracted the human papillomavirus
(HPV) more than 30 years ago.
The gynecologist who treated
me then did not tell me I was
contagious. I thought he cured
me, as he did not tell me it
was permanent.
What can
you tell me
about
this
disease?
I
know it can
lead to cervical cancer.
Why
isn't
there a cure
for this disorder?
By
know it is
Dr. Peter Gott
very
common. so I suppose it is like the
common cold.
I hope you can help me,
since no one knows that I have
this problem, not even my primary-care physician.
DEAR READER: You are
correct that the cold and HPV
are similar. Each is the result
of viruses, and there arc more
than 100 types of HPV and hundreds of cold viruses. Neither
has a cure, but fortunately, most
of the viruses responsible do
not cause serious complications.
Colds and HPV are also extremely common. Some types of HPV
may even resolve without treatment.
Unlike colds, most people
never know they have a humanpapillomavirus infection, since
most do not cause symptoms or
cause other health problems.
About 20 million Americans are
currently infected, and another

Dr. Gott

:•:::
6 million become intected:40
year.
:•:•
Some of the types of beinie
papillomavirus can cause genrtal warts or cervical, vaginal or
vulvar cancer. Most other types
of HPV will be contracted and
even passed on without the person ever knowing.
There is no curc, but there
are treatments for genital wart&
and the various female cancertt
associated with HPV. Warts art
often treated with medication tb
prevent or shorten breakentS.
Removal of the warts may..ttlso
be beneficial, but it is still tfoisible to transmit the infection
when symptom-free. The :saucers are treated exactly the:little
as non-HPV-related cancOa: '7-radiation, chemotherapy and stip
gical removal of the affected
organ(s) or tissue.
,
Practicing safe sex can reduce
the risk of contracting HPV, bü
abstinence is best. Today, thee
is also a vaccine for girls and
women ages 9 to 26 that ma)/
prevent the four types of HPY
that cause most cases of cervi4
cal cancer and genital wards. It
is not recommended for women
over 26 and is thought to be
most effective if given before
sexual activity is begun. . •
Speak with your primary-care
physician or gynecologist about
your history with human papillomavirus. I cannot give. ruelr4
specific advice since you de:iigt
say how you came to be:iljagi
nosed. Was it by chance chair%
a routine Pap smear? Or did
you present with symptoms? 111
keeping this important medeiel
history a secret, you may harming yourself.

Calitract Bridge
-•
West dealer.
queen of spades. So South next led a •
Neither side vulnerable.
low spade to the king and returned a •
NORTH
spade toward the A-J, picking up
•AJ 103
West's queen. East's ace of .clubs
VA K J 9
later scored the defenders' third and:
•10 3
last trick, and the contract was made. •
•KQ7
Afterward, East reprimanded his:
WEST
EAST
partner for continuing a third dia*QS
+872
mond. thereby revealing the location •
•84
•10 6 5 3 2 of the spade queen. Had West shifted:
•AK.19764
•Q
to another suit at trick three, East
+52
*A 96 4
argued, declarer might well have
SOUTH
misguessed the spadeposition and'
•K 96 4
gone down.
•Q7
East's analysis left something to •
•8 52
be desired, as evidenced by what
10 83
transpired gibe other table. Ta.
The bidding:
West recognized the danger ofelay-•
West
North East
South
ing a third diamond, so he shilleitto•
3•
Dble
Pass
3+
a club at trick three.
Pass
4+
East took the king with the ace.
Opening lead — king of diamonds.
and returned a club, but after winBridge is primarily a game of ning with dummy's queen, South.
percentages, but there are times paused to consider why West hadmit,
when psychological considerations led a third diamond in a potential •
play a bigger role than probabilities.
ovemiff situation. The only rational
Consider this deal from a team explanation had to be that West was
contest where both North-South afraid of giving away information
pairs reached four spades alter West about his trump holding,so South led
had opened three diamonds. Both a spade to the king and returned a
Wests led the diamond king and con- spade toward dummy, and that was
tinued with the ace at trick two, East that.
discarding a low heart.
By drawing the proper inference;
At the first table. West continued declarer was thus sure to make the.
with the diamond jack, which contract whether or not Wesr led a
declarer ruffed with dummy's ten of diamond at trick three. There. was
spades. When East failed to overrun, simply no place poor West could.
it became clear that West had the hide his queen of spades.
.
•
Tomorrow: Wriggling out of the trap.

Crosswords
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DID ANYONE CALL

50 AND 50 CALLED AND

WHILE I WAS OUT?

5AIP THEY'D 6ET BACK TO
YOU,Oft GET EVEN WITH
YWM50AAETHIN6..

1 New pet,
maybe
4 Brainy
9 Quiet sound
12 Volcanic dust
13 Dank
14 Yes, to Pierre
15 Orcnid-loving
sleuth
17 Sold
19 Canute's foe
21 Ham on —
22 Confused
(2 wds.)
25 House timber
29 Plural ending
30 Is too fond
32 Smith or
Jackson
33 Dilapidated
35 Concentrate
37 Skippy rival
38 Make one's way
40 DC consumer
advocate
42 Aspen's St.
43 Galaxy unit

44 Luggage
attachment
46 Canine comment
49 Nefertib's river
50 Plant books
54 Astroturf
component
57 Large vase
58 Dutch cheese
60 Bruce or
Brandon
61 Pit stop purchase
62 Jungle weapon
63 Tijuana "Mrs."
DOWN
1 Bear's foot
2 GI morale
booster
3 Summer tlower
4 Leading
(2 wds.)
5 Copper,
in the lab
6 Strike caller
7 Row

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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8 Vortex
9 Our sun
10 Blue or green
11 Kept secret
16 Left in a hurry
18 Cubical fixture

MIMI WM
MEM MIME MEM
MEM MINIMMEM
MEd MUM
MINIMMEM ddild
di MEM AMINI
MEd AMU MEM
MUM MOW NM
MEd dm=
MMEMMIld MOW
IUUd00111 MOM
MEM MEM= MUM

20 Japanese
bedroll
22 Cat sounds
23 Archipelago
dot
24 Yummy pie
26 — Mahal
27 Ancient
Phoenician
port
28 Clear the
windshield
31 Red Sea
country
34 Genetic material
36 Academic
meeting
39 Dingy
41 Count on
45 Relates
47 Cloth scraps
48 Plop down
50 Give a
squeeze
51 Time period
52 TLC providers
53 Prefer charges
55 Above,
in verse
56 PBS tunder
59 Vasco —
Game
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FCC chairman:'open
Internet' rules vital

Towson Capitol
Birthday
The Tennessee State Capitol (above) in
Nashville, Tenn., is seen Saturday, Sept. 19.
The Capitol, celebrating Its 150th birthday,
has a history unmatched by any of the other
historic locations in Nashville.

NEW YORK(AP)— Wireless
carriers shouldn't be allowed to
block certain types of Internet
traffic flowing over their networks, the chairman of the
Federal
Communications
.Commission chairman said
Monday in a speech that got a
cool response from the industry.
Unless done very carefully,
this extension of regulation risks
stifling investment in Internet
access, executives said.
FCC
Chairman
Julius
Genachowski said wireless carriers
should be subject to the same "open
Internet" rules that the agency has
begun to apply to home broadband
providers. That may mean that a
carrier couldn't, for example, ban
the use of file-sharing services on
its wireless network, which AT&T
Inc. does now.
The government also has been
investigating
Apple
Inc.'s
process for approving programs
for its iPhones, but Genachowski
isn't directly addressing manufacturers' right to determine
which applications run on their
devices.
Essentially,
Genachowski
wants to codify the principles
the FCC has already been applying to wired Internet traffic —
and extend them to wireless.
It's still unclear how the principles would apply in practice.
The proposal is the starting point
for a process to hammer out
detailed rules. Genachowski left
the door open to treating wireless networks differently than

wired networks in the final regulations, even though the same
broad principles will be applied
to both technologies.
Jim Cicconi, AT&T's top executive in Washington, said the
company would be "very disappointed- if the FCC has already
concluded that it needs to "regulate wireless services despite the
absence of any compelling evidence of problems or abuse."
Last year, the agency sanctioned Comcast Corp. for secretly hampering file-sharing traffic
by its cable-modem subscribers.
In that ruling, the agency relied
on broad "principles" of open
Internet access that hadn't previously been put to the test. Tile
cable company filed suit, saying
the FCC didn't have the authort:
ty to tell it how to run its neip:
work. The case is still in fedetil
.
appeals court.
Genachowski is now propol:.
ing to make it a formal rule thai
Internet carriers cannot discriminate against certain types of trai:i
fic by degrading service. Thia:
expands on the principle thill
they cannot "block" traffic, 6
articulated in a 2005 poll*
statement.
'
Internet service provider,!
both wired and wireless, arrt.
struggling with the question Of
how to distribute network capaC7.ity among their subscribei*
Heavy users can overwhelm ce
lular towers and neighborhockl
cable circuits, slowing traffic rge
everyone.

Gov. Phil Bredesen (left) delivers his State
of the State address in the House of
Representatives Chamber in the Tennessee
State Capitol Feb. 9, in Nashville, Tenn.
AP Photos / Mark Humphrey

Obama touts efforts to help economy, colleges
ay DEN FELLER

nomic recovery plan: a susAssociated Press Writer
tained investment in education,
TROY, N.Y.(AP) — Touting
technology, health care and
resilience in a part of New York
research. He told his audience
particularly hard hit by recesthat for years, Washington has
sion, President Barack Obama
not lived it up to its responsibilsaid Monday that better ecoities to help.
nohnc days are coming thanks
"If government does its modto "illnovation and some help est part,
there is no stopping the
fnim:the government.
most powerful and generative
"As we emerge from this cur- economic
force the world has
rent- economic crisis, our great ever known:
the American peo.chiffenge will be to ensure that ple," Obama
said.
we:do not just drift into the
His pitch came in a region
future," Obama said at Hudson where the economic
mood has
Valley Community College. long been gloomy. Nationwid
e,
"Instead, we must choose to do unemployment is at 9.7 percent,
what past generations have the highest level since 1983.
done: shape a brighter future
Obama vowed that by 2020,
through hard work and innova- America will again have the
tion."
world's highest proportion of
Obama delivered an economic College graduates. He said
pep talk and a plug for his eco- recent increases in Pell Grants

Memorial
date set in
NY for slain
Yale student
, N.Y.(AP)— A date has been
set for a memorial service for
slain Yale student Annie Le
(LAY') at her fiance's New
York synagogue.
Synagogue member Rich
Pilatsky says the service will be
Wednesday night at Temple
Beth El in Huntington on Long
Island
Temple leaders were to officiate at Le's wedding to Jonathan
Widawsky at a catering hall on
Sept. 13. That's the day her
body was found in a wall at a
Yale medical research building,
five days after she was reported
missing.
Lab technician Raymond
Clark is charged with killing the
24-year-old Le. Her body was
ieturned to Northern California
last week in advance of a private funeral.
Read the Want
Ads Daily

and a simplification of financial
aid processes will help the
nation reach that goal.
The president also praised a
plan to keep wireless carriers
from blocking certain types of
Internet traffic flowing over
their networks. Obama said he
was pleased that the chairman of
the Federal Communications
Commission is announcing
principles "to preserve an open
Internet in which all Americans
cal participate and benefit."
Obama offered kind words to
New York's embattled.governor,
David Paterson, despite reports
that the White House wants
Paterson to drop out of next
year's gubernatorial race.
Obama told the college audience, "A wonderful man, the
governor of the great state of

New York, David Paterson, is in
the house." Earlier, Paterson
had greeted the president when
be landed in upstate New York.
Some
Democrats
fear
Paterson's low approval ratings
will cost their party a chance to
hold the governor's seat and
hurt other Democrats on next
year's ballot. White House
spokesman
Robert
Gibbs
wouldn't say whether the president had ordered that word be
sent to Paterson urging him not
to run in 2010.
On the campus, Obama toured
a classroom lab where students
were working with transformers
and studying power distribution.
"This looks complicated," the
president said.
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